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This study is an attempt to investigate part form

structures in Brahms' Intermezzi, Opp. 116-119. Chapter

One deals with the stylistic perspective in Brahms' piano

writing in general as compared to his late works. Chapter

Two concerns three aspects: 1) structural norms in part

forms which are presented in many currently available text-

books on musical forms, 2) application of selected Brahms

Intermezzi to above norms, and 3) the role of cadential

types in part forms. Chapter Three analyzes structural

aspects of all the Brahms Intermezzi in Opp. 116-119 and

comments on pieces which appear problematic in terms of

structural layout. Chapter Four, deals with the relation-

ship between different thematic types and overall formal

schemes.
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CHAPTER I

BRAHMS' LATE PIANO WORKS: STYLISTIC PERSPECTIVE

Brahms, a conscious classicist, represented a vital

expression of the significant streams of nineteenth-century

musical thought--organic and constructive. From the begin-

ning of his career, Brahms set himself to write absolute

music which would avoid anything suggestive of superficial

prettiness. Brahms, regardless of his influence on future

music, dealt only with traditional abstract forms, never

writing program music during his career.

His earlier works up to the Variations and Fugue on a

Theme by Handel (1861) and Variations on a Theme by Paganini

(1861-63) were marked with seriousness of tone with immense

weight and solidity, thickness in texture and awkwardness

in broken chord figurations. Generally his style had neither

the elegance and sentiment of Chopin nor the extreme bril-

liance and romantic rhetoric of Liszt.

Brahms was content with old large forms (sonata, theme

and variation). His early piano works, including the

Scherzo in E b minor and the C major and F minor piano so-

natas exhibit these characteristics not only in their tonal

organization but in the turgidness of thickend textural

juxtaposition. His first Piano Concerto D minor, Op. 15

1
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(1854-58), bold and daring with leaping figures and with

shifting tonality in the opening part, is written as much

against the piano as for the piano.

With the Variations and Fugue on a Theme by Handel,

Op. 24 and two sets of Variations on a Theme by Paganini,

Op. 35, however, Brahms entered a new phase of piano writing

culminating in the Klavierst'cke, Op. 76 (1878) and Two

Rhapsodies, Op. 79 (1879-80). All of his subsequent works

after Op. 76 are shorter in length.

After his middle period (1861-80),1 his music is in-

finitely more relaxed with a quality of unexpected charm

that can be felt throughout the later works, especially af-

ter the Fourth Symphony, Op. 98 (1885), where his style

became even more gentle and reflective. The relaxed style

of his late works contrasts sharply with that of Beethoven

whose music in later years became increasingly more intense

and daring. However, unlike Beethoven, there is nothing

suggesting youth or ardor in the late works of Brahms. Mur-

doch considers this change in style so radical that he feels

If one were to examine the pianoforte works
of Brahms, without knowing anything of his other
compositions or of the great changes that took
place in his style and outlook, one might easily

1 Edwin Evans, The Handbook of Brahms' Complete Piano-

forte Music (London, 1936), p. 35. Evans further divides
Brahms' piano music chronologically: I. Symphonic (1853-56),
II. Technical (1861-66), III. Contemplative (1869-80, 1892-
93).
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conclude that they were the work of two men. Al-
most a dual personality is revealed . . . .2

This may not be entirely true, for there are characteristics

found in the late works that are definitely suggested in the

early works, such as the fondness of strong tonal contrasts

and the disregard for the position of the bar-line which re-

sulted in rhythmic complexity. Such characteristics can be

seen in Capriccio, Op. 116, No. 1, Intermezzo, Op. 118, No. 6

and Rhapsody, Op. 119, No. 4, which are reminiscent of his

youthful "symphonic" period, when he predominantly used or-

chestral texture in piano writing. However, the movement

away from the characteristic orchestral sound continued

throughout the late piano works. These late pieces (Opp.

116-119) still utilized the piano to its fullest effect.

But omitting pianistic virtuosity, they had a much simpler

texture, which was indicative of a progressive stylistic

departure from the orchestral sonority.

The Fantasies (Op. 116), Three Intermezzi (Op. 117),

Six KlavierstuAcke (Op. 118), and Four Klavierst{lcke (Op.

119) were finally finished and sent to Brahms' long-time

friend and publisher, Fritz Simrock, during the summer of

1891-93 at Bad Ischl, where he spent time with his friends,

3
Johann Strauss, Victor Widman, and others. Brahms, at this

2.
William Murdoch, Brahms (London, 1933), p. 207.

3 Karl Geiringer, Brahms: His Life and Works (New York:
1947), p. 224.
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time nearing sixty, had already written his will and con-

sidered himself nearing the end of a very fruitful life.

Vienna was planning a celebration of his sixtieth birthday.

The quantity of compositions, however, dwindled con-

siderably during these last years. Freed from the labor and

responsibilities of large-scale compositions and having ac-

complished his life's major works, Brahms saw fit to sit

down and talk to the world gently and wisely as the spirit

moved him, but there was no decline in the quality of his

late works. The intense nature of his earlier youthful

works had been softened by years, and with self-assurance

his musical utterance became almost sentimental. At last,

he revealed the kindly, warm-hearted romantic Brahms as he

he had never revealed himself before.

The character pieces for piano such as his last four

corpora, Opp. 116-119, which belong to his mature style,

comprise a considerable portion of his late works. The im-

portance of these collections is not in the mastery of the

materials on which they are built, nor in the form, nor the

counterpoint, but in that they reflect the composer's inner

need for spiritual reflection in the twilight of romanticism.

During his mature period, Brahms showed a considerable

degree of restraint; his music became more intimate and his

texture more concise. Form was no longer something to be

imposed on the creative expression but rather a supportive

vehicle for personal utterance. Furthermore, he was no
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longer haunted by the shadow of Beethoven as he had been in

his larger instrumental works. In these smaller piano

pieces, Brahms let his style evolve naturally with reference

only to their own inner need rather than to display virtuo-

sity. Richard Specht, giving and "ear-witness" account of

the late Brahms, said, "He always played as if he were alone,

he forgot his public completely."4

The personal quality in Opp. 116-119 is not a matter of

pianism (the Preludes, Etudes, Nocturnes, or Mazurkas of

Chopin are far better examples of real intimacy of keyboard

style); it is more a question of the length and breadth of

musical space carved out by the individual works. The

earlier sonatas, variations, and rhapsodies contain some of

the composer's best ideas--particularly Opp. 5, 9, 24, 35,

and 79. They are also perhaps little more than peripheral

to an understanding of his short piano pieces in general.

In contrast, the late piano works (Opp. 116-119) manifest

the character which is the result of the strictly limited

dimensions imposed on them by their creator.

The first of the smaller pieces of any importance are

four Ballades, Op. 10, the third of which bears the title

Intermezzo. (Chopin's Ballades furnish an obvious precedent;

his second ballade in F major, Op. 38, suggests the ineffable

poetry common to all ballades.) Brahms' works, particularly

4 Peter Latham, Brahms (London, 1975), p. 110.
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Op. 10, Nos. 1-2, are similar to Chopin's in tone and are

perhaps the first evidence of Brahms' life-long interest in

folk music as shown later in Symphony, No. 1, fourth move-

ment and Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1.

From the viewpoint of this study, the most interesting

composition is Op. 10, No. 3--the Intermezzo. Tripartite-

like, this piece recalls the nervous energy of Brahms'

earliest published composition, the Scherzo in Eb minor

(Op. 4). In using the volatile nature of the flanking parts

to contrast with the sober mood of the middle, this piece

pays homage to the first work of a major composer who out-

lined the characteristic of the genre--Schumann's Intermezzo,

Op. 4. Following romantic custom, Schumann's continuous set

of six vigorous pieces favors three-part form with only one

exception, No. 4. Their tempo and pianistic techniques are

considerably more volatile than the later works of Brahms'

Internezzi.

The set of eight Klavierstlcke (Op. 76), published by

Brahms in his mid-career, is primarily responsible for the

change in character of the Intermezzo. Of the eight Kla-

vierstufcke in Op. 76 (1878-79), those which most resemble

Schumann's Intermezzo in character are the ones which bear

the title Capriccio. They present several kinds of musical

capriciousness. The history of the capriccio began as a

counterpart to more restrained prefugal forms such as

Ricercare, Canzona, and Fantasia. Freely constructed, they
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make use of unusual themes or depict particular programmatic

content. Included within the Capriccio of Op. 76 is another

group of four pieces, Intermezzi. These are, however, vastly

different in character from those of Schumann or Brahms' own

Intermezzo, Op. 10, No. 3. They utilize several formal types:

for instance, Op. 76 is in rounded binary form while No. 6

is related to single-movement sonata form. These Intermezzi

also present a kind of alternative to the nature of the

Capriccio.

Viewed from the perspective of the late Opp. 116-119,

the earlier works of Op. 76, among others, are stylistically

transitional. In their flexibility and freedom, it can be

plainly seen that the thick chordal symphonic style, the

hallmark of early piano works, is no longer used. The the-

matic materials, with the notable exceptions of Op. 76, Nos.

4, 7 are rather undistinguished. Even so, they are the only

pieces of the same style that the composer saw fit to pub-

lish as a set in a period of more than thirty years (1861-

92).

The span of twelve years which separated the publica-

tion of the Rhapsodies, Op. 79 (1879-80) and the last piano

works of Opp. 116-119 (1891-93) has prompted several authors

to suggest that some pieces in Opp. 116 and 117 may have
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been composed during the intervening years.5 Max Kalbeck,

in particular, although he could not substantiate it with

any positive documentary evidence, suspects that some of the

works may date back as far as Brahms' stay at Prtschach

(1877-79) .6

As the composer's "mature" keyboard style was estab-

lished comparatively early in his career, scholars find it

difficult in designating exact chronological order for these

four collections (Opp. 116-119). Furthermore, in the ab-

sence of extant manuscripts, the chronological order is at

best speculative. (It is generally believed that Brahms

destroyed almost all his unpublished manuscripts before his

death.) The manuscript, whenever completed, might have been

put (undated) in his desk to await the time when a suffi-

cient number of pieces had accumulated to be presented as a

set. Such a set, collected perhaps more on artistic grounds

than chronological would receive an opus number and then be

released for publication. Brahms, in fact, did submit the

manuscripts of Opp. 116-117 to his publisher Simrock in

three separate collections. From his correspondence to

Clara Schumann to whom the pieces were first sent, it would

5Fuller Maitland, Brahms (London, 1911), p. 96. Also
Geiringer, in Brahms: His Life and Works, p. 196, goes a
little further singling Op. 119, No. 4 as dating from an
earlier period, though he concludes that all these works
received their final form in the master's final creative
period, 1891-96.

6Ibid., p. 277.
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seem that the three of Op. 117 were composed before Op. 116,

Nos. 5-7. Brahms wrote:

It is with twofold pleasure that I send you a
further installment (Op. 116, Nos. 5-7), assuming
that it will not be regarded with less favor than
the first. . . . I shall be delighted to let you
have the three pianoforte pieces (Op. 117, Nos. 1-
3), if they will give you pleasure, I am curious
to see whether the three things I am sending you
today will do likewise.7

Despite this letter, William Murdoch insists that the pieces

were not composed in advance of 1891-92 (cf. footnote 7):

Brahms dearly loved to show his latest compo-
sitions to one or other of his nearest friends,
and there is no evidence before the date of the
above letter that any one of these friends had
seen them. 8

There is probably more than a grain of truth in this,

for evidently the composer often carried ideas in his head

for months at a time before setting them down. What is more,

it seems that pieces were kept at hand for a considerable

length of time if their initial forms or ideas were regarded

unsatisfactory. For instance, Brahms carried the ideas of

his unwritten Fifth Symphony for more than four years. It

seems reasonable to speculate that Grieg heard the Inter-

mezzo in E minor (Op. 118, No. 6, composed and published

1893) when he met Brahms for the last time in Vienna in

March, 1896, and this Intermezzo was intended for the slow

7Murdoch, Brahms, p. 260: This passage is from a post-
card to Clara dated January 4, 1892.

Ibid., p. 260.
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movement of his Fifth Symphony. For, upon his return, Grieg

wrote a charming letter inviting Brahms to Norway, where,

says Grieg, he would surely find the inspiration for his

Fifth Symphony. 9

Despite these facts, it seems unlikely that any pieces

of Opp. 116 (except possibly No. 1), 117, and 118 date from

earlier than 1891-92. The postcard to Clara Schumann sug-

gests that, at least, all the pieces in Opp. 116 and 117

were written in the order in which they are presented. The

Capriccio, Op. 116, No. 1 in D minor, which is entirely dif-

ferent from the rest in form and proportion, is logically

placed at the beginning of the entire group. The dates of

compositions or their approximation are important in under-

standing general character. For it would be unusual to find

a consistency of style such as these works demonstrate over

a span of several years.

However, as Maitland believed, not all of these smaller

pieces are the product of a single period of creative acti-

vity, but gradually accumulated since the two Rhapsodies of

1880 (Op. 79). But sensitive listeners will perceive con-

fidently that a considerable number of them belong to his

ripest phase of maturity.

For all their variety, these pieces are, at the same

time, remarkably similar in style and have a tendency toward

9 Latham, Brahms, p. 79.
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generalization without falling into a stereotype comparable

to those in Mendelssohn's Song Without Words. Except for

Op. 116, No. 1 and Op. 119, No. 4, they all seem to be a

multiple view of a single image on which these character

pieces are built.

It is readily apparent that the title Intermezzo came

to be Brahms' favorite. To some extent, this reflects a

basic change in the over-all character of music when com-

pared to Op. 76, in which the title Capriccio has an impor-

tant role. There are only two Capriccios, Op. 116, No. 3

and 7, the latter of which was originally named Intermezzo.
10

Generally Brahms seems to prefer to understate the

title Intermezzo and allow it to cover a wide range of senti-

mental pieces. He also changed the original title of the

dreamy Nocturne, Op. 116, No. 4 to Intermezzo. The two ex-

ceptions from the latter part of the set (Opp. 118-119) are

the Ballade (Op. 118, No. 3) and the Romance (Op. 118, No. 5).

It is noteworthy that another work in a similar vein, Op. 117,

No. 1 appears as an Intermezzo. Thus, as music moved toward

the abstract, Brahms evidently felt the need for a neutral

name--a generalized title Klavierstucke or Intermezzo--that

would avoid predisposing the listener to the response cus-

tomarily associated with the more specific character of

other titles.

10 Maitland, Brahms, p. 97.
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The pieces from late piano works of Brahms are often

performed separately, though at times all the numbers of an

Opus are programmed as a set. It is true that in Op. 116

each piece is a self-contained and satisfying entity. Yet,

there are such strong relationships among the individual

numbers in Op. 116 that a convincing case can be made for

regarding the entire Opus as an artistically unified and or-

ganically cohesive whole. The title Fantasias for Op. 116

does not seem to have programmatic or affective connotation.

However, Brahms kept the original title, Fantasias for Op.

116, while changing the original title, Fantasias, of Op.

S11
118 to simply Klavierstucke. In fact, Brahms spent some

time pondering over a collective title for the seven numbers

of Op. 116. He was not content to call them simply Kla-

vierstuicke (piano pieces) as he called Opp. 76, 118 and 119.

His choice of the designation, Fantasias, a collective term

superimposed upon the individual titles of Capriccios and

Intermezzo is an important clue to the content of this set.

Brahms did not originate the title Fantasy, nor is his

use of this title without precedent. As a most proximate

precedent, one may examine the Fantasy, Op. 12 by Schumann.

Brahms is known to have performed the Schumann Fantasy often

F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music (New
York, 1966), p. 333. Op. 118 were originally to have ap-
peared under the name Fantasia but Brahms later changed this
to the more neutral designation of Klaviersticke.
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in public, and he had an intimate acquaintance with this

type of work. Schumann employed the title Fantasy to desig-

nate a piece in which harmonic and formal ambiguities and

thematic metamorphosis create a feeling of fantasy. The

designation of Fantasy for Op. 116 is, however, related to

compositional principle and technique. A historical survey

of the esthetic and material content of the keyboard Fantasy

as well as the Intermezzo would be a worthy and interesting

aspect for study. Such, however, is beyond the scope of

this paper.

If Op. 116, No. 1, 3, 7 (all Capriccios) and Op. 119,

No. 4 (Rhapsody:) can be omitted as being typical because of

their length and their expansive character, the remaining

pieces titled Intermezzo offer a body of music worthy of a

comparative study in terms of their formal structure.



CHAPTER II

PART FORM

Although much has been said about binary, ternary, and

their variants in musical forms, any attempt to standarize

all the determining factors in musical forms, particularly

in part form structure, is a futile effort because of the

inherent ambiguous nature in musical forms. Writers fre-

quently disagree in their analysis of musical forms: Salzer,

for example, sees Chopin's Prelude, Op. 28, No. 1 as bipar-

1
tite in form, whereas Paul Fontain considers it unipar-

tite.2 Wallace Berry sees the first theme (mm. 3-18) of the

second movement of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony as a double

period (four phrases), which also has an incipient binary

3
feature; whereas, Douglas Green analyzes the same passage as

a single period (two phrases).4 As the Harvard Dictionary

of Music indicates, these terms are used with so little

'Felix Salzer, Structural Hearing, I (New York, 1962),
279.

2
Paul Fontain, Basic Formal Structure in Music (New

York, 1967), pp. 48-49.

3Wallace Berry, Form in Music (Englewood Cliffs, 1966),
p. 25.

4
Douglas Green, Form in Tonal Music (New York, 1965) ,

p. 53.

14
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exactness and uniformity that a specific definition is

scarcely possible. Textbooks written over the past decades

differ in their terminology in formal structure.

Any analytic study of musical formal structure is con-

sequently problematical, and further complicated when deal-

ing with a piece of music which follows none of the standard

norms presented in textbooks. Thus, it is not the intent of

this study to define the obvious nature of the terminology

in part forms but to discuss the generally-accepted norms in

part forms and to apply relevant determining factors in dis-

cussions of other divergent forms.

Definition and Structural Scheme

A musical form invariably involves interrelated divi-

sions, and these divisions in turn subordinate themselves to

the total organism in a piece of music. A piece of music

which can be divided into two or three parts is called "bi-

nary" or "ternary" form respectively. In other words, a

single organism can be divided into two or three interde-

pendent partial organisms. A part may be further divided

into sections, and sections into sub-sections. Sometimes

binary and ternary forms are referred to as primary forms.5

Binary and ternary forms, the most common of all sche-

matic patterns, are represented by the designation A/B and

Karl Eschman, Changing Forms in Modern Music (Boston,
1951) , p. 131.
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A/BA respectively. The terms "binary" and "ternary" have

been in common use for many years, and such labeling is con-

venient because of its obvious implication. Part forms,

particularly binary, ternary, and compound ternary, were

most used in the character pieces written during the eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuries.

From a point of view of structural consideration, many

current formal designations such as sonata, suite, rondo,

or minuet/trio may all be classified as part forms, for

they also conveniently yield into divisions. For example,

rondo, which is a sectional scheme, has its validity because

it has a descriptive implication of the thematic recurrence

and ordering. Even primitive or unsophisticated types of

music (e.g., folk songs), there exists either "micro-binary"

or "micro-ternary" form in its simplest concept. In other

words, highly sophisticated structural schemes of "culti-

vated music" are traceable to the most primitive level of

musical structure.

A piece of music which exists in the durational span of

time possesses the natural tendency to be separated by

breathing point. This breathing point in a musical line

supplemented by harmony acts as a signal post by which a

piece of music falls into divisions.

In harmonically-oriented music up to the nineteenth

century, the musical divisions are accomplished by such a
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breathing point--cadence.6 An important function of cadence

is that it brings a musical unit into a conclusion (punctu-

ational point) in the course of the natural flow of musical

events, thereby indicating the divisional demarcation.

In determining the relative strength in cadence types,

a number of factors should be considered: 1) root movement

of fifth relationship with the frequency of secondary lead-

ing tone occurrence in other than the tonic, 2) position of

the root, and 3) the position of the soprano note of the

final chord.

In binary form, the first part is harmonically open,

leading from tonic to dominant, and the second part back

from dominant to tonic. In ternary, each of the flanking

parts is harmonically closed, beginning and ending in the

same key while the middle part tonicizes a different key--

usually dominant, relative or parallel key. Donald Tovey

states that the first part of a binary form must always end

with a modulation to some key other than the tonic, and the

contrasting part in turn requires a return to the tonic.

In binary form as practiced in the seventeenth century,

the first part would end 1) on the tonic key, or 2) on the

dominant (change of key) or relative major (in a piece in a

6The word "cadence" is derived from the Latin word
"cadere" meaning to fall. Fontain, Basic Formal Structure
in Music, p. 18.

7 Ernest Toch, The Shaping Forces in Music (New York,
1958), p. 72.
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minor key). The second part would naturally end in the

tonic key.

It is necessary to understand why the cadence type is

a crucial factor in determining the divisional demarcation.

Of the possible endings for the first part mentioned above,

the cadencing in the tonic ] ey would not be wholly satisfac-

tory because it would suggest a premature ending to the

piece. The second type of onding--on a half cadence--would

sound indefinite. Therefore, the standardized manner of

ending the first section came to be the third type. In

other words, the music modulates in the course of progres-

sion, and the section ends with the established related key.

As modulation offered considerable opportunities for develop-

ment, the second part became longer than the first, and

music frequently passed thrqugh several keys before arriv-

ing at the tonic key. This was the standard procedure in

movements in binary form in the early eighteenth century.

The recapitulation of the first part after the second

part constitutes ternary structure. The determining factor

in whether a certain piece is a binary or a period (two

phrases) is the modulation at the end of the first section

and a definite tonicization of the dominant key or the rela-

tive major in a piece in mipor mode. A period having an

antecedent-consequent phrase structure may also contain

binary-like structure. Thus, a complete modulation (trans-

ient terminal, cf. p. 41) confirms the binary structure,
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whereas a mere employment of secondary dominant (transient)

yields a period structure. Full binary, which may consti-

tute the entire movement, may therefore be regarded as a

magnification of the period or a larger manifestation of

the antecedent-consequent idea.

In traditional music, the "contrasting" second part may

actually be a repetition of the first part with some modifi-

cation. When it is said that the second part is in contrast

with the first part, particularly in ternary structure, it

is difficult to determine how much contrast is required.

The word "contrast" means dissimilarity between the parts

compared.9 In this sense, designation of each part should

be based on a convincing justification. In binary struc-

ture, if the first part (A) is repeated exactly, then the

diagrammatic designation of it wil be A/A. This labelling,

however, reveals a defect in terms of structural variety.

A/A', then, might be a reasonable solution if the second

part is modified. Considering that the second part must

present some contrast (dissimilarity), it is often more

tonal than thematic, particularly in binary structure, the

binary structure is thus best designated as A/B.10 The fol-

lowing diagram illustrates structural scheme of these part

forms in their simplest layout.

9William Moris, "Contrast," The American Heritage Dic-
tionary of English Language (Boston, 1976), p. 290.

10CM
Eschman, Changing Forms in Modern Music, pp. 132-133.
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TABLE I

PART FORM STRUCTURE

Part I Part II

Binary A B

Tonal Scheme I----V V----I

Ternary A B A (reprise)

Tonal Scheme I----I ( ).----V (V)I----I

It should be observed that a ternary idea already exists in

binary where there is a rounding of the form in its tonal

implication--departure from the original key level and the

return of it in the final portion of the second part.1 1

In binary, the end of the first part is almost always

indicated by a double-bar with a repeat sign. Sometimes a

repetition sign also appears at the end of the second part,

in which case the formula would be AA/BB. This is somewhat

misleading, for, in general, the schematic description of a

musical form does not take into account the exact repeti-

tion, because it does not affect the general outline of music

as a whole.

In binary, according to Aaron Copland, the B section is

often little more than a rearranged version of A and the A

1 1Berry, Form in Music, p. 53.
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and B sections would balance each other.12 However, he

leaves a question open as to how such an arrangement needs

to be carried out. The B section is often made up partly

of a repetition of A and partly of the kind of development

of certain motives contained in A. Copland further implies

that the principle of development which has become so impor-

tant today had its origin here. In fact, the period may be

regarded as an embryonic basis for single-movement sonata

form, which is the untimatly-evolved version of binary.

In binary, the opening material of the second part has

a common idea or reference to the opening of the first part

either directly or indirectly. As Eschman says: "The

greater the contrast at the opening of the second part, the

greater demand for a return of the first."'3

One of the distinctions between binary and ternary is

in the presence or absence of a recapitulation exact or mod-

ified. In general, key system (key distribution) does not

follow any definitely prescribed plan. At one time it was

judged that no movement could be considered as ternary un-

less its opening part closed with a full cadence in tonic. 1

Notwithstanding the disparate viewpoints mentioned

above, the structural schemes in Table I are accepted here

12 Aaron Copland, What to Listen for in Music (New York,
1939) , p. 74.

13 Eschman, Changing Forms in Modern Music, p. 132.

14Ibid., p. 132.
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as bases for the discussion of part forms. It provides, in

general, a functional classification and a point of depar-

ture for this study.

Binary, Ternary, and Variants Further Defined

Structural schemes of binary and ternary as presented

previously have been standard norms practiced in the major-

ity of works in the tonal eras. These structural schemes

based on the thematic material and the tonal scheme are

largely derived from observation of works in smaller dimen-

sion or from parts within a larger piece. The purpose of

examining part forms in this study is to observe the overall

shape in the independent character pieces of Brahms' Inter-

mezzi as compared with established norms. A more detailed

discussion on general standard norms with possible solution

of diversions among Brahms' Intermezzi will be presented in

Chapter III.

Binary

The treatment of musical events in Brahms' piano pieces,

as in works of the classical-romantic era, may be character-

ized by the general term "thematic," which is highly organized

in the process of composition. This material may take the

shape of a complete melody or a simple motif, or may even have

no definite, complete thematic idea.

In binary form, as well as ternary, the initial thema-

tic material is stated in the first part which may be
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concluded with strong cadence in a related key. (It is to

be remembered that this is not so in the case of ternary,

cf. p. 20.) The second part may take the shape of a com-

parable or an identical phrase group which is motivically

related to that of the first part. Generally, the first

part is more precise in stating the thematic material,

whereas the thematic statement is less precise in the second

part because of developmental character. The following dia-

gram illustrates the norms of binary structure as commonly

practiced in the majority of works.
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TABLE II

BINARY STRUCTURES 5

Part I Part II

Introduction Option (none in
Brahms' Intermezzi

Thematic
Material

A phrase, period (in-
cipient binary),
double-period, group
of phrases

Identical: phrase group
with free development
of the common motif,
length-longer

Tonic to related key: Departure: freely mod-
I ----- V Modulation ulatory within the

range of closely-
Tonal Scheme related key:

V(v)
III (in minor) return
IV(iv) to I

Cadence Conclusive on related Perfect authentic
key (modulation)

Double bar (often Double bar (often with
with repeat sign) repeat sign)

Codetta Option

Diagrammatic A B
Designation

In the above diagram the second part is a necessary

completion of the first part in terms of the antecedent-

consequent idea, particularly in the harmonic sense. Usu-

ally, the first part is harmonically open--the tonality

digresses from tonic to a related key. Historically, this

binary form was used in early and late Baroque sonatas and

15 Berry, Form in Music, pp. 37-40.
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suites. Most of Bach's dance movements as well as Handel's

were written in this scheme. But this form, though it at-

tained a fairly considerable dimension in the mid-eighteenth

century, was not suitable for considerably longer pieces due

to the lack of contrast in the musical material employed,

which is why this form practically ceased to exist after the

middle of the eighteenth century, except in hymn tunes or

occasionally in short piano pieces.16

The following example (Fig. 1) from 117/117 is the mid-

dle part of a ternary structure.

16
Percy Schole, The Oxford Companion to Music (London,

1975), pp. 370-371.

1 7 The remaining references to Opp. 116-119 in this
study will dispense with abbreviations "Op." and "No." and
use Arabic numerals only.
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Pii Adagio

pp sempre ma ml o sressivo

ppp _

L 3

Fig. l--117/l, mm. 21-37

It consists of two parts: the first part with the thematic

material built on the dominant pedal is simply a phrase

(mm. 21-26) with a two-measure extension (mm. 27-28) . Dur-

ing this portion, the tonality digresses from the tonic

E b minor and arrives a major-minor 7th supertonic area II

(in. 28 ). The dominant chord (second half of mm. 26 , 28) ,

although short in duration, confirms the structural scheme
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of binary; that is, the first part is harmonically open be-

fore the second part begins in tonic. Part II is also

a phrase which has the identical thematic (motivic) material

as that of the first part. There is no double bar with a

repeat sign at the end of the first part. However, a caden-

tial demarcation is felt with dominant harmony (mm. 26-28).

Consequently, this passage may be regarded as modulating to

the dominant level because of the strong feeling of tonici-

zation accomplished through the use of a series of secondary

dominants. There is no strong contrast between the two

parts. Parallel construction is realized by the prevalence

of the same thematic idea in both parts. The cadence is

6somewhat weak in measure 34 (14); and at measure 37, a per-

fect authentic cadence pronounces the major rather than the

minor key tonality. As this example is the middle part,

such an extension of the candential pattern functions as

the transition to the next part (Part III). Although the

contrasting elements are missing, this example constitutes,

in essence, the binary structure and conforms to the fea-

tures in Table II.

This example may also be seen as an enlarged period,

but the full binary structure is strongly implied because of

the strong modulation at the end of the first phrase. Thus,

this example conforms to the idea of the full binary in the

sense of a magnification of a period (cf. p. 19). It is

also possible to regard this example as two periods. That
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is, the first part (antecedent phrase, mm. 21-26) is virtu-

ally a one-phrase period.18 It is harmonically and melodi-

cally complete in function.

Binary in Variational Scheme'9

The opening part (Part I) of 117/3 in c# minor (Fig. 2)

is in binary structure, each part with a pair of identical

patterns slightly modified in repetition--A(a+a')/B(b+b').

18
Leon Dallin, Technique of Twentieth Century Composi-

tion (Dubuque, Iowa, 1974), p. 11. He further defines a
period as the following: "Any presentation of a simple,
complete musical idea, regardless of the number of phrases
it contains, is considered a period functionally."

19 Unless specified otherwise, a statement or a term
like foregoing refers only to the Brahms' Intermezzi.
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Fig, 2--117/3 mm, 1-20

This is binary in that it has: modulation to the dominant

at the end of A part, exact proportion, rhythmic correspon-

dence and a perfect authentic cadence in tonic key at the

end of the B part. The exact repetition (Fig. 3) follows

with more tonally-oriented thematic material in the "a"

section.
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pSempre $Otto Voc

F 1~

As the structural process indicates, the above two examples

can be seen as jj : A(a+a ') /B (b+b' ) : I . However , a bleak uni-

son theme of a five-measure phrase with adjacent notes

slurred in pairs in the A part does not yield a related the-

matic material in the B part. In other words, it really is

not a true binary structure in terms of an antecedent-

consequent idea, for there is a disparate character (dis-

similar) here between the A and B. These passages (a+a'),

having the same theme restated immediately, give an impres-

sion that new material needs to be introduced in order to
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provide a contrast or to link the main themes. Consequently,

the linking (digression) material, designated as B (b+b'),

is inserted before A' returns. The logic for this may be

that the immediate restatement of the same theme would re-

quire an insertion of a contrasting or a linking passage

before the initial theme returns. This B material, however,

is not justifiable as the second part in the tonal and the-

matic sense in a customary binary as found in Bach's dance

forms, such as the Allamende ot Corrente, etc. Nevertheless,

the connecting material (B) is designated as the second

part. The digression is a regular schematic procedure in

variation, but Brahms makes use of this linking passage as

the contrasting second part to link the main themes within

a variational procedure.20 The following diagram illustrates

binary structure formed in variational (process) of the above

examples.

Var. I Link Var. II Link . . . .
(digression) (digression)

A B A' B
a+a' b+b' a"+a"' b+b'

Fig. 4--117/3, mm. 1-40

2 0 Brahms employs a similar process in the pieces 116/4
and 119/2. In both pieces, binary and ternary form within
the opening part are only realized in the sense of peri-
pheral outline. The contrasting material is not in the
sense of "antecedent-consequent" or "statement-contrast-
restatement." Its main function is only for the connection
between the main thematic materials in variational technique.
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Also, the codetta material designated as the Var. III

(Fig. 5) can be seen as either the confirmation of the final

cadence or a stabilized restatement of the main theme.

00palento

Fig. 5--117/3, mm. 40-45

Consequently, the whole piece reveals a scheme of rondo

ABABA, which is the result of musical events alternating

between the two pairs (AB) appropriate in time space with-

out unnecessary prolongation of any one thematic idea.

Binary in Repetition

Before concluding the discussion of binary structure

in this chapter, one additional aspect needs to be discussed:

the function of repetition in part form structure. Accord-

ing to Salzer, a repetition is a necessary element, parti-

cularly in part forms.21 Such repetition may employ a com-

bination of all possible composition devices with regard to

musical parameters such as motivic, thematic, and rhythmic.22

21 Salzer, Structural Hearing, 1, 236.

22Parameter includes: length, key, tempo, melodic
character (scale, chordal), melodic and harmonic stability,
tonal direction (activity), textural density, rhythm, cadence.
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The variation of parameter, often disguised in the struc-

tural enlargement or diminution in the repetition technique,

will determine or alter the internal or external structure.

In measures 1-9 in 116/2 (Fig. 6), the second phrase

is a repetition of the first phrase with corresponding para-

meters of rhythmic and melodic figurations and tonal direc-

tion. And beginning at measure 10 the same pattern follows.

2. Intermezzo

kdant

Fig . 6--116/2, mm. 1-18

The following illustration (Fig. 7) shows how the repetition

of phrase pattern interrelated with each other in the tonal

morphological whole.
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A A' (repetition/A)

a* b(a') a' _ b
repetition/a repetition/a'

Fig. 7--116/2, mm. 1-18

This example, Part I within a ternary structure, is simply

two periods which also contain the idea of antecedent-

consequence. However, considering the tempo (andante),

each period has an embryonic incipient binary feature which

is lengthened by repetition, although the cadence of the

first phrase ends on half cadence V. It can also be con-

strued as a unipartite form in terms of pervasive thematic,

rhythmic development in each phrase which is based on the

principle of repetition. This repetition, however, is

marked with definitive cadential demarcation at measures 8-9

and, again, at 18-19.

A question may arise in considering the above example

as a period group (two identical periods) if this phrase

pattern is repeated after measure 19. If this phrase pat-

tern of antecedent-consequent idea can be seen as overlap-

ping (Fig. 8), only being separated in time, the first part

of 116/2 may be regarded as a full binary structure instead

of incipient binary or periods.
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A A'

a' b a -b

t overlap

overlap

9 (a+a').

5 measures

4 measures IL ~.
4 measures 5 measures

Fig. 8--116/2, mm. 1-18

Thus, structural morphology may appear as the following:

First part (a+a')=9 measures long (4+5)

Second part (b+b')=9 measures long (4+5)

Fig. 8 represents a hypothetical structure which may be per-

ceived as a full two-part structure regardless of its degree

of conclusiveness of the cadence at the end of the first

phrase (or Part I). The basis on which Salzer interprets

the second part as a complete repetition of the first part,

though modified, is that the second part does not contradict

the first part; instead, it serves to complement the first

part with contrasting elements. Thus, the second part may

be viewed as a complete repetition of the first part with

certain parameters modified. The primary purpose of such

modification is to avoid monotony in music. The second

part, therefore, is a necessary completion of the first

part, and it employs the principle of repetition with
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modification. Repetition is the principle device in creat-

ing the structural unification. The deviations in repeti-

tion range from minor changes to bold and subtle prolongation.

No matter what terms are used in identifying the second

part, they may come under the general term "developmental,"

which are preferable to the other terms such as "repetition"

or "contrast." A piece of music is an entity regardless of

its dimension and various devices employed. If the second

part can be viewed as developmental in relation to the first

part, all the devices in the varieties of parameter are

naturally contained in the developmental section. In the

second part all devices of contrasting and complementing

are accomplished through developing the main idea which is

suggested in the first part. Accordingly, the second part

of full binary structure can be understood as the develop-

ment of the first part. The following diagram demonstrates

how each part works interdependently.

TABLE III

PART FORMS IN TERMS OF "DEVELOPMENTAL"

a (or a/a') b (dev/A)Binary A

Ternary a (or a/a') b (dev/A) a (or a/a')
A B A (or A')

Compound aba cdc (dev/A) aba

Ternary A B A (or A')

(cf. p. 59)
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This diagram serves only to show the mutual relationships

of each of the parts. It is not intended to represent a

universal or axiomatic standard. To understand the term

"developmental," it is important to be aware of the direc-

tion of motion, contrapuntal use of thematic material, vari-

ous modulation, tonal tension, detours, lyrical details, etc.

Indeed, all of these devices have definite structural func-

tions within a clearly conceived whole.

Rounded Binary

It goes without saying that the diagram of binary struc-

ture in Table II is not sufficient to cover all cases. An

example will serve to illustrate certain difficulties with

regard to structural analysis. The passage shown in Fig. 9

which is the middle part of compound ternary structure may

be analyzed as a hybrid structure: it contains both elements

of binary and ternary structure. Discounting the repetition

of the second part, both the first and second parts are 16

measures long respectively. However, in the first part,

the consequent phrase (mm. 9-16) is almost an exact repeti-

tion of the antecedent phrase except for slight modifications.

If such a repetition is structurally insignificant, the first

part can be seen as eight measures in duration rather than

16 measures. Thus, this example has a typical three-part

structure in proportion, 8-8-8, and in character--statement
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(mm. 1-16), contrasting (mm. 17-24), and restatement (mm.

15-32).

However, the first part also can be seen as 16 measures

long, since the consequent phrase (mm. 8-16) is actually

written out. Furthermore, the first part cadences on the

dominant, which is a typical feature of binary structure

(the first part of ternary ends on tonic, cf. p. 46). Thus,

this portion of 16 measures is too large to be considered

as the first part of a ternary structure, and restatement

(eight measures). Also, part of the opening material re-

turns on the original tonal level in the second part after

the digressive thematic material. Thus, this example ap-

preciably presents all of the basic elements of both binary

and ternary structures. It also displays rudimentary reca-

pitulation of thematic material on the original tonal level

at the end of the second part, which is a main element of

ternary. However, this piece is divided into two equal

parts, suggesting a definite binary structure. For these

reasons, the term "rounded binary" represents more appropri-

ately the formal scheme of this example than other formal

designations. One important feature in rounded binary form

is that it must have contrasting thematic material so that

it can be felt to be a middle part in three-part structure.
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Adantino grazoso

- a 1--

Fig. 9--119/2, Part II

The character of a rounded binary form depends on the pres-

sence of material B (digressive material), which does not

end with a definite demarcation closure while providing ele-

ments of contrast. The identical or a modified flanking
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parts are separated in time by the contrasting material of

the middle part so that it is felt to be that of rounding

effect of the first part. The following diagram shows the

structure of rounded binary.

TABLE IV

ROUNDED BINARY

Part I Part II

Proportion Comparable Comparable

Thematic Material Statement Contrast-restatement

Modulation: Digression-return to
away from the the original tonal

Tonal Scheme tonic at the level
end of
Part I

Cadence Related key Perfect authentic
(modulation)

Often double Often double bar with
Ending bar with repeat repeat sign

sign

Diagrammatic A (a/a) B (b/a)
Designation

Obviously, there are no striking differences between binary

and rounded binary with the exception that the second part

of the rounded binary presents the contrasting elements

which, in turn, are followed by a token gesture of a re-

prise.
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The Role of Cadence in Part Form

Before discussing ternary structure, it is necessa y

to investigate the role of cadence in part forms and it

degree of conclusiveness in a given harmonic region--mo tly

in a related tonal level.

In binary structure, the end of the first part most

often ends in a related key--usually dominant--through $he

use of secondary dominant harmony, as indicated in Tabl II.

If a phrase ends with a half cadence or any less conclu ive

cadential type, it can be viewed as harmonically open. How-

ever, it must be recognized that "harmonically open" often

implies a subjective perception. Those terms such as "half

cadence" or "deceptive cadence" may come under the general

description--"transient cadence." It is therefore nece -

sary to distinguish the terms "transient" and "transien

terminal" in relationship to the cadential types on ton 1

level(s) other than in the tonic key. Both Figs. 10a arid

10b show the cadential pattern on the dominant level wi th a

similar, if not identical harmonic tonicization of iiV 1(i)
V

Andantei((j

c~iV

Fig. 10a--1l6/2, 5. 1-54
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Andante teneramente

V
Fig. lOb--118/2, mm. 1-18

However, there is a marked difference in the degree of con-

clusiveness between these two examples. Such a difference

may be due to the frequency of leading tones occurrence to

the secondary tonal level. Anderson made the following ob-

servation in this regard.

When there is a momentary change of feeling,
or shifting, of tonic to a triad other than the
original tonic, the progression is called a transi-
tion. Such a progression does not actually estab-
lish a new key as would a longer and more definite
progression of chords relative to the new tonic.
It simply states a relative key color temporarily,
returning immediately to chord of the original key
relationship. 24

There will be little problem in determining a clear de-

marcation of a unit if a phrase ends with a perfect authentic

or a half cadence in the original key. However, with regard

24 Arthur Olaf Anderson, Forty Lessons (Boston, 1923),
p. 1.
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to cadential types on a related tonal level, listeners will

perceive differently as to degrees of conclusiveness, and

it is not always possible to draw a clear demarcation line

in the clarification of part forms based on cadential fac-

tors.

The secondary dominant (including leading tone triad,

diminished seventh) is most often involved in the toniciza-

tion or in the cadence of a part form. Although variously

defined, the concept of tonicization of any secondary tonal

level (degree) by way of its dominant-functioning chord(s)

has been widely accepted. For example, SchLnberg describes

one such procedure in the following manner.

A secondary dominant on the second degree has
the name changing dominant. . . . Its function is
to replace the ordinary ii in the cadence . . .
usually in this matter, that the chord succession
is II-I-V-I: however, the changing dominant is
often followed directly by V-I (Fig ll).25

Allegretto un poco agitato

Fig. 11--118/4, mm. 1-4

25 Arnold Schonberg, Theory of Harmony (New York, 1951),
p. 126.
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The use of a secondary dominant is often found in the

quasi-modulatory or transitive modulatory passage. The fre-

quent difficulty in determining cadence type lies in the lack

of codified analytic guidelines regarding harmoic, temporal,

and rhythmic elements and the structural design.

Schonberg was reluctant to discuss the role of the sec-

ondary dominant in transient modulation. He, for instance,

states:

. . . for it is false to distinguish different
keys in so short a phrase. . . . A triad can
sometimes be treated as a key, but it confuses
the picture, blurs the view of the whole and co-
herence of its parts, if every triad preceded by
dominant is called separate key.2 6

In order to understand the role of the secondary domi-

nant in cadential types belonging to either transient or

transient terminal cadences, it seems necessary that a clear-

er definition of complete or transient modulation be made,

as it is the one main concern in determining part forms.

Two important points are worthy of mention: the cadence

types which 1) occur only at the end of phrase (or period),

and 2) have the main function of drawing the demarcation

lines between sections. A phrase or a period with complete

modulation will give the impression that it can stand by

itself as its own entity. That is, a musical idea ends with

a definite conclusion: it is complete in itself leaving no

sense of expectancy.

2 6Ibid., p. 126.
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According to Salzer, modulations are divided into two

classes: those that are temporary or false in which the new

key is of transient nature, and those that are complete and

thus of a more permanent nature.27 Transition, or transient

modulation, is sometimes called false modulation. The Har-

vard Dictionary clarifies that a false modulation quickly

returns to the initial key; a passing modulation progresses

to a third key other than that of the original key. A pass-

ing modulation generally occurs in a sequential progression

and is called "sequential modulation."2 8

The temporal (durational) elements constitute one sig-

nificant factor in determining conclusive modulation. There-

fore, transient modulation corresponds to transient cadence

as complete modulation corresponds to transient terminal.

In the next example (Fig. 12), the music modulates from

b minor to the dominant key by prolonging the secondary dom-

inant (II) for five measures (mm. 12-16). In this process,

the leading tone to the dominant occurs five times, confirm-

ing the harmonic region of dominant. Even in this small

context, Brahms deliberately avoids tonic harmony from mea-

sure 10 in order to negate the effect of the tonic region

b minor.

27 Salzer, Structural Hearing, 1, 20.
28 Willi Apel, "Modulation," Harvard Dictionary of Music

(Cambridge, 1970), pp. 536-537.
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i. Intermezzo (
Adagio

Fig. 12--1l9/l, mm. 1-16

Sessions summarizes modulation:

The modulation will not be really complete
until a rhythmic as well as a harmonic goal has
been reached, and will not be convincing unless
the melodic as well as harmonic design is con-
vincing in terms of the key of destination.
Whether a given progression or chord constitutes
a convincing modulation can be judged only in
definite musical context in which more is in-
volved than a mere change of harmony.29

It goes without saying that there are border-line cases

between a secondary dominant progression and modulation.

Often a double bar line at the reposing point, whether or

not it is designed to imply the structural demarcation,

helps in clearing the ambiguity of tonal region implication.

2Rodger Sessions, Harmonic Practice (New york, 1951) ,
p. 268.
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Decisions in cadential types will be further discussed

in the ensuing chapter, and the decisions will be supported

by the content of thematic material under discussion.

Ternary

The essence underlying the three-part structure is the

return of the original tonality and thematic statement after

the digression. However, as mentioned previously, the prin-

ciple of ternary structure--statement, digression, and re-

statement--has been incorporated in binary and rounded binary

form.

From the mid-eighteenth century, composers utilized

greater varieties of ternary structure with different the-

matic ideas in each part. In the middle part, particularly,

composers are able to make a more pronounced change with

digressive material in contrasting character. Wallace Berry

makes the following statement in this regard.

The recapitulation of original thematic ma-
terial in a third section--a conscious relating
of events, separated in time, for the purpose of
binding the whole into a "rounding" of the form.
The flanking of middle section with two similar
outer parts circumscribes the material containing
it in time. Ideally executed, ternary form con-
veys the logic and unity of circular form. It is
the most significant, fundamental achievement in
the history of structure, as viable now as ever
before. Most of the more highly-developed tradi-
tional forms are in one way or another a mani-
festation of extension of ternary principle.3 0

30 Berry, Form in Music, p. 53.
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This may be regarded as a reason for the preference of

three-part structure to two-part structure; may explain its

becoming a structural mold frequently adopted during the

nineteenth century. All of Brahms' Intermezzi in this study

are in three-part structure.

While it may be said that there are close interrelation-

ships in structural principle between ternary and binary,

there are certain essential differences between the two.

Harvard Dictionary points out that it is misleading to con-

sider the two as analogous form: that in the binary the

first part leads to the key in which the second part opens

and that in the ternary it often closes in its own key.

In the ternary the thematic material is most frequently dif-

ferent and often strongly contrasted in the middle part.31

There are also stylistic differences between the two

forms. In general, the thematic material of binary is sty-

listically and structurally much more unified as an entity.

It is a unified whole which falls into two parts, the second

of which forms the logical and necessary completion of the

first. In ternary form, on the other hand, each part con-

sists of a passage; that is, each part is more or less self-

contained and complete in itself. In the first part of bi-

nary form, the harmonic progression leads from tonic to

dominant and in the second part it leads from the dominant

31 Wiili Apel, "Binary and Ternary Form," Harvard Dic-

tionary of Music, pp. 94-95.
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back to tonic. In ternary each part is harmonically closed

in its own key, and the middle part is almost always in a

new key. Thus, ternary is sectional, whereas binary is a

continuous form. A cadential moment of repose in the middle

of binary, therefore, is felt to be transient in nature,

whereas that of ternary form is terminal. The following

diagram (Table V) shows the general norms in simple ternary

structure.
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TABLE V

SIMPLE TERNARY3 2

Part I Part II Part III

Rare (none in
Introduction Brahms'---- -

Intermezzi

Comparable Comparable Comparable
Proportion (sometimes

shorter

Statement: Contrast Restatement
(group of (digression) of Part I

Thematic motives,
Material simole, double,

enlarged pe-
riod, period
group)

Tonic to tonic Departure,
(I-----I) change of key

Tonal Scheme Rarely I--- (dominant, I(V)I
Ti-V-I(i) relative

V major or
(modulation) minor

Closed (usu- Pivot chord Perfect

Cadence ally perfect or half authentic
authentic in cadences as
its own key) transition

Transition Rare Option ----

Double bar Direct Double bar
Ending (often with connection

repeat sign)

Codetta Rare Rare Option

Diagrammatic A B A (or A')
Designation

32 Berry, Form in Music, pp. 58-76.
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The importance of ternary is that each part is self-contained

with clear cadential separation on its own key between Parts

I and II. Another conspicuous feature is the use of a pivot

chord (or half-candence) or a harmony which will act as the

bridging passage between Parts II and III instead of having

a definite cadential separation such as between Parts I and

II. The idea of cadential repose which separates parts cor-

responds to that of rounded binary, but the material in the

middle part is often more diversified and lengthened. There-

fore, a justification for the ternary form is in the self-

contained middle part, even though the cadential separation

between Parts II and III is not like that between Parts I

and II.

However, there are no concrete and precise features

distinguishing rounded binary or incipient ternary, parti-

cularly in the comparatively lengthy simple ternary struc-

ture. According to some textbooks, the form of Part II in

the ternary is occasionally as short as a single phrase,

or more often a phrase or a motivic group.33 It is an am-

biguous clarification in a case where the flanking parts

are eight to ten measures long compared to two to four mea-

sures duration of the middle part. The problem lies in

whether or not so short a phrase or motivic group can warrant

Ibid. p. 67.
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the recognition as the middle part and be reasonably re-

garded as a self-contained entity.

Further problems occur when these terms are applied to

Brahms' Intermezzi, because the all-important middle part

is weakened in its contrasting character by the prevailing

mono-thematic nature.

Simple ternary is used mainly as a part of a large

structure--compound ternary. Few of Brahms' Intermezzi dis-

play the stereotyped simple ternary form. The Intermezzo,

119/1, employing two themes, displays essentially a simple

ternary structure as a whole.

i. Intermezzo "I"f""9

A7T 44

Fig, 13--119/1, mm. 1-16
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In the above example, the first part, marked with a double

bar, ends on the dominant harmony rather than in the tonic

key B minor, which is a departure from the norm of simple

ternary structure. However, modulation occurs early enough

(from m. 12) with the leading tone appearing five times to

confirm the harmonic region of dominant (cf. p. 46). The

first part, a parellel period, is enlarged mainly by ex-

tending the second half of each phrase by canonic treatment

(mm. 4-7, 12-14). The final chord (F#), however, is reached

at the third beat in measure 16 with a definite harmonic

termination. Consequently, demarcation of Part I occurs.

However, a noteworthy point is an intense discord caused by

the falling thirds. These falling thirds which begin and

end the piece tend to create harmonic complexities. Also,

thematic phrase structure itself creates other kinds of in-

ner irregularity within the outwardly-regular phrase struc-

ture.
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Fig. 14--119/1, mm. 17-42

The middle part (Fig. 15) in relative major (D major)

is in contrast with the first part in harmonic content.

This middle part, possibly a double period, provides a con-

trast in tonal direction with the contrapuntal modification

in each period. The contrapuntal phrase (mm. 24-31, 35-40),

which act as a linking material within the periods, provide

a further contrast and lengthen each period. Consequently,

the middle part becomes longer than flanking parts. A per-

fect authentic cadence in tonic at the end of the second
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period is not realized in terms of a double period, but a

half cadence leads into the two measures (mm. 43-44) of

transition. The reprise (Part III) is basically identical

to Part I but its tonal region is altered.

-ror

dim. .

Fig. 15--119/1, mm. 43-67

An observation of the two-measure transition should be

made. In ternary structure, a transitional passage between

Parts II and III is usually either a pivot harmony or half

cadence. However, the composer employs the similar motivic

figure of the opening theme of Part I as a transition.

WHile the harmony remains essentially unchanged, the alter-

ation in the reprise is perhaps necessitated by this two-

measure transition which serves as a premature entry of the
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first theme, thereby suggesting the original tonality of B

minor. Another observation is that this transition not

only connects Parts II and III but also begins Part III even

before a real Part III enters. This transition functions as

an introduction to Part III in the sense of foreshadowing

the ensuing harmony and thereby necessitates the alteration

of the original tonal level at the real reprise.

119/1 contains all the essential elements of ternary

structure, though the normal cadential and proportional

characteristics as presented in Table V are not applicable.

The modulation to the dominant at the end of Part I is a

vestigial binary trait. The proportions of each part are

16-26-16, excluding transition and the codetta. The return

is shortened in favor of a codetta at the end of Part III.

A codetta at measure 61 recalls the second subject along

with a rather hesitant syncopated rhythm in a diminishing

dynamic level. The following diagram illustrates the struc-

tural scheme of 119/1.
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TABLE VI

OP. 119, NO. 1

External A B A
Form

Sub-Level a (8+8) b (4+10)b' (4+2) Tr (2) a' (10+6) codetta (7)

Tonal
Scheme

Thematic
Material a b

Compound Ternary3 4

In realizing the wide possibilities in adopting the

principle of tripartite form in music, composers of the

nineteenth century applied their musical ideas within ter-

nary construction by using broader and more intimate design

in character pieces under the titles of Intermezzo, Nocturne,

Prelude, Fantasy, etc. This particularly diversified mold

of compound ternary form was most often used in the Minuet

or Scherzo/Trio movement in the multimovement sonata form.

Berry sums up its importance.

The important feature of contrast and unity,
and of the distribution and equilibrium of unifying
and contrasting features are evident here in an
expanded pattern; the possibilities of variety and
diversity in compound ternary form are far greater

A term "compound ternary" is not in general use and
not mentioned in most textbooks on the subject except in
the Minuet or Scherzo/Trio and in the da capo arias of
Baroque period. Therefore, most of the ~information is from
Form in Music by Berry in which the author gives an extended
account.
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than in any of the forms discussed so far, and
with wide frame work a new flexibility emerges.3 5

Although the importance and universality of ternary

structure has been discussed previously, the idea of simple

ternary structure--statement, contrast, and restatement--is

the same with that of compound ternary. The differences

usually lie in the extended pattern of size and in applying

more diversified material in Part II for more distinctive

contrast. However, the rule that compound ternary is larger

than simple ternary is not a definite one. For instance,

the length of 119/1 can structurally be sufficient to be

clarified as compound ternary.

According to Berry, "compound ternary" is undoubtedly

best defined as a tripartite form in which each of the three

parts, or at least one of them, is in itself a binary, ter-

nary, or at least an incipient ternary design. The following

diagram outlines the compound ternary structure in general.

3 5 Berry, Form in Music, p. 80.
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TABLE VII

COMPOUND TERNARY STRUCTURE3 6

Part I Part II Part III

Comparable Comparable Comparable
Proportion (sometimes

shorter)

Thematic Statement: Contrast: Restatement:

Material aba (or ab) cdc (or cd, aba (or ab)
or c)

Tonal Tonic Relative or Tonic

Scheme related (change
of key)

Diagrammatic aba (or ab) cdc (or cd, c) aba (or ab)
Designation A B A

The structural scheme of compound ternary here corres-

ponds to that of simple ternary. The definition of compound

ternary emphasizes the fact that at least one of the three

parts, but not necessarily all of them, is in binary or ter-

nary form. Specific features are: 1) Part I usually ends

on its own key, 2) Part II is in the related or parallel

key and frequent modulation is offered in the course of re-

turning to the original tonality, and 3) the final chord of

Part III acts as a pivot harmony (or half cadence) or fol-

lowed by a transitional passage. Often Part I is recapitu-

lated in partial statement with some variation. Also a

cedetta is often appended by employing some motivic material

36 Ibid., pp. 82-84.
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from Part I or II. The following diagram illustrates norms

of the compound ternary structure.

TABLE VIII

COMPOUND TERNARY STRUCTURE

Part I Part II Part III

Rare (none in
Introduction Brahms' ----- -----

Intermezzi

Comparable Comparable Comparable
Proportion (sometimes

shorter)

Statement: Contrast: Restatement:
binary, binary, reprise of
rounded bi- rounded bi- Part I

Thematic nary, simple nary, simple
Material ternary ternary,

occasionally
motivic group
on Part I

Single key Departure: Return to
prevail on change of key tonic

Tonal Scheme tonic, in relative
occasionally key (dominant,
modulation sub-dominant,
(ephemeral) etc.

Tonic (closed), Pivot chord Perfect
occasionally (direct re- authentic

Cadence pivot harmony turn) when
when there is there is no
no transition transition

Rare (but Option (re-

Transition quite often transition)* -----
used in Brahms'
Intermezzi

pp. 82-102.3Ibid.,
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TABLE V--Continued

Part I Part II Part III

Double bar Direct connec- Double bar
Ending (often with tion to Part

repeat sign) III

Rare Rare Option, but
Codetta usually

present

Diagrammatic aba (or ab) cdc, cd or c aba (or ab)
Designation A B A

* A bridge passage (transition) preparing the return of
previously stated material: a connective like leading back
to material already stated.

While the diagram represents the typical format, the

derivations from such norm are not uncommon. At times,

though not usually, Part I is in a period form or merely a

phrase group. In such a case, Part II will be either in bi-

nary or ternary structure. Occasionally when there is no

transition, the closing harmony at the end of Part I func-

tions as a pivot into the following part. This should be

regarded as a distinctive feature when compared to that of

simple ternary structure.

In Part II a change of key is more common, or there may

be merely an emphasis on the prolonged dominant rather than

on the establishment of the dominant tonal region. In such

a case, the original tonic is simply avoided in Part II un-

til the point of preparation into the following part. Often

in the works of the late eighteenth century and early
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nineteenth century, Part III is frequently the exact reprise

of Part I by the indication of da capo after Part II. How-

ever, all Part III in Brahms' Intermezzi are written out.

It stands to reason that such a written-out part III is

subject to various modifications. Also, Part III may be

abbreviated in reprise at which point "dissolution"38 occurs.

One additional aspect in the discussion of compound

ternary seems obligatory. There is a basic structural dif-

ference between compound ternary and compound ternary with

da capo (i.e., Minuet or Scherzo/Trio). Compound ternary

with da capo is most often characterized by the decisive

cadential separations between the three major divisions with

no bridging or transitional passages. However, there is a

vestigial trait of Minuet or Scherzo/Trio in Brahms' Inter-

mezzi such as that of thinning texture and/or a particular

unsettled character in Part II.

It is difficult to find a piece in Brahms' Intermezzi

which is in exact conformation with the norms in Table VIII.

116/6 is perhaps the best example in the discussion of com-

pound ternary, as it has fewer exceptions.

In 116/6, Part I (Fig. 16) is in simple ternary form:

aba (or aba').

38 Ibid., p. 65. It describes a musical passage which
fails to continue to an expected conclusion, thus the mate-
rial disintegrates into thematically-insignificant figura-
tion.
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6. Intermezzo

A ndanto tenermmente

~ajdrt -
P dolc e ben lgi

5 los.

Fig. 16--116/6, mm. 1-24

The first section (a, mm. 1-8) constitutes a period

(4+4) which involves a series of partial closures to a full

rhythmic and harmonic termination in the major submediant

level (C#) which is the tonality of the middle section (b) .

The middle section contains no strongly contrasting the-

matic material except in tonal region. The middle section' s

contrast is mainly achieved by the use of a triplet
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accompaniment figure in the bass line which foreshadows the

figuration of the ensuing large Part II. The middle section

(b) ends on the A#-diminished chord (m. 14). This diminished

chord is not anything like a pivot chord (or half cadence),

or of a transitional character as seen in the diagram of

simple ternary. However, the theme (a) returns in the bass

line (mm. 15-23). This A#-diminished chord, though it is

not a half cadence or pivot harmony, strongly gravitates to

the B, the beginning note of the returning main theme, to

make a smooth connection to the third section. The third

section (a or a') contains only a partial reprise of the

first section in favor of a cedetta-like passage employing

the Neopolitan (m. 19) pedal. In the final cadential har-

mony is reached on a metrically weak position (m. 22), sug-

gesting that the repose is of transient nature. With only

one chord (g#) as transition, the tonality of the large

Part II (g# minnor) is announced, mainly in the triplet

figure, foreshadowed in the middle section of Part I.

Part II (Fig. 17) is a double period, during which the

movement involves a long series of partial thematic material

and closes with full rhythmic and harmonic repose. A theme

employing decending triplet arpeggio with a thinning texture

creates the contrast with Part I.
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Et~; 11 " F

4____F_____ 
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Fig. 17--116/6, mm. 25-42

By avoiding the tonic harmony in the first period (or phrase

group, mm. 25-32), the general character of Part II is in-

decisive and the theme appears in alto voice in the first

half of the second period as it was in Part I. The excep-

tion to the norm is in the cadence (mm. 41-42) which closed

in its own key (g# minor) rather than having a transitional

passage or a pivot harmony to Part III.
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Part III is shortened in favor of codetta (mm. 57-64)

which is reminiscent of Part II,

PPPrO-11-F

(00I643i
lif N oq

Fig. 18--116/6, mm. 43-63

Before reaching the codetta, Brahms employs lowered super-

tonic (Neopolitan) harmony (mm. 52-54). The use of Neopol-

itan harmony as a cadential point is the most frequently

rr
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used device in most of Brahms' Intermezzi to emphasize its

structural importance.

The following diagram illustrates its structural layout.

TABLE IX

OP. 116, NO. 6

External A B A
Form

Subel a(4+4)b(6)a(4+4)Tr(2) c(4+4)c' (4+6) a(4+lQ)

SchemeI VI I iii I

Thematic
Material a on/a a on/b a on/c

As stated above, Part I is in the simple ternary struc-

ture, while Part II is simply a double period. This piece

exhibits the character of Minuet/Trio: that is, the thin-

ning of texture in the middle part and with the da capo

(shortened in favor of codetta). It should also be noted

that each part is not separated by decisive cadential de-

marcation which is a distinctive feature of Minuet (or

Scherzo/Trio).



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF FORMAL STRUCTURE IN

INTERMEZZI, OPP. 116-119

The preceding chapter discussed various properties of

part forms, binary, ternary, and their variants by using

selected examples from Brahms' Intermezzi. As observed,

these examples do not conform neatly with all the detailed

features of formal structures of part forms; but Brahms

keeps one basic element of part form unchanged: statement,

contrast, and restatement.

Regardless of its deviations from the structural norms,

forms in Intermezzi which are to be studied in this chapter

are either the result of conscious intent, or they are

simply the incidental products of creative inspiration and

artistic impulse. That is, in these works, musical form is

not something which is predetermined and then filled with

musical ideas.

The following chart lists the works to be analyzed in

this chapter.

68
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TABLE X

PIANO WORKS OF BRAHMS TO BE DISCUSSED

Opus No. Key* Meter Tempo Character

Andante

Adagio

Andante

Andantino

Andante

Andante

Andante

Allegro

Andante

Allegro

Andante

Adagio

Andantio

Grazioso

* Small letter indicates minor
indicates major mode.

116/2

4

5

6**

117/1

2

3

118/1

2

4

6

119/1**

2

3

mode while capital letter

** 116/4 and 119/1 are omitted in this discussion since
they were discussed in Chapter II.

a

E

e

E

Eb

bb

c#

a

A

f

e

b

e

C

3/4

3/4

6/8

3/4

6/8

3/8

2/4

3/4

2/4

3/8

3/8

3/4

6/8

Con grazia

Teneramente

Con molto espressions

Conmoto

Molto appasionato

Teneramente

Poco agtato

Largo e mesto

Poco agitato

Giocoso

I- -1" - I I

I I
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Op. 116, No. 2 in a

Part 1

MM. 1-18. This passage has already been dealt with in

the previous chapter in the discussion of the role of repe-

tition (cf. pp. 32-36). Part I consists of two periods

(mm. 1-9, 10-18), the latter being a repetition of the former

with slight modification. The first theme (mm. 1-4) contains

a series of partial closures in ordinary harmonic progres-

sions moving from the tonic to the dominant. The consequent

phrase (mm. 5-9) is a necessary completion of the antecedent

phrase (cf. Figs. 7, 8, pp. 34-35). The sense of finality

in the cadence of each period is weakened by the imperfect

authentic cadence, however, the exact repetition of the two

periods and the four cadential points (mm. 8, 9, 17, 18)

form strong conclusion.

Part IIa

MM. 19-48. The theme of the middle part (mm. 19-23)

consists of a brief motif repeated three times and conclud-

ing in the tonic. The whole passage (mm. 19-48) is merely

a three-phrase group with radical change of character and

tempo in which the previous quarter note pulsuation (from

Part I) now occupied an entire bar (j =J.). In other words,

1 Music score used in this study is from the Lea Pocket
Score, series No. 66 by Urtext Edition (New York, 1955).
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it is the conversion of the former quarter note into an

eighth note triplet. This middle part, harmonically unset-

tling, emphasizes the dominant (i.e., dominant prolongation)

instead of confirming the dominant region. Part II appears

to be larger than the other parts, but because of the tempo

change, it is actually shorter. A distinctive feature in

the entire Intermezzi is the indecisive character of thema-

tic and harmonic material as seen in Part II, which results

in an unsettling mood, is a distinctive feature and is used

as a means of achieving contrast.

Transition: mm. 49-50. This two-measure transition

may be properly viewed as a codetta, because it does not

really lead into the next part. Contrary to the norms, there

is an unusual double bar. However, the moving triplet accom-

panying figure of the bass line maintains the sense of con-

tinuity into the following part.

Part IIb

MM. 51-58. This is a development of Part I in parallel

major and it consists of two phrases. This unusual inser-

tion, developmental in character, avoids the expected return

of Part I and may be understood as an attempt to bring bal-

ance to the structural whole since Part IIa was short and

indecisive in character.
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Transition: mm. 59-65. This long Chopinesque harmonic

sequence (circle of fifth) requires a change of key signa-

ture and prefaces the return of Part I.

Part III

MM. 66-86. Part III is an exact reprise of Part I

except for the prolongation of the #iv (m. 82) which func-

tions as a nondominant (#11 6).C

The following diagram represents its formal structure.

TABLE XI*

OP. 116, NO. 2

E F** A B (Part IIa)

S L aJ4+ (4+1)}a'I4+(4+1)} b(5)b' (10) b" (15) Tr (2)

T S i 2V

Th Ma a b

E F A' (Part IIb) A

S L a" (4+4)Tr(7) af4+(4+l) a'j4+(6+2)1

T S I i

Th Ma on/a a

* Except for 117/2, a diagram of formal structure
(Table) will follow the discussion of each piece throughout
this chapter.

** The abbreviation of formal designations E F (External
Form), S L (Sub-Level), T S (Tonal Scheme), and Th Ma (The-
matic Material) will be used in the tables throughout this
chapter.
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116/2 has, therefore, a simple ternary feature if the

repetition is not taken into account. All in all, the regu-

larity and stability of ternary form is upset by the inser-

tion of the developmental section (IIb) which contains

climax between the harmonically unsettled B section (IIa)

and the reprise (A) .

Op. 116, No. 4 in E

Part I

NN.1 -32. This first theme (mm. 1-4), opening with an

augmented triad (chromatic passing tone B# to C#), is stated

through a series of partial closures to a full rhythmic and

harmonic cadence on the tonic. Thematic texture is extended

over an unusually wide range. As mentioned previously,

Brahms usually employs a single theme in Part I to balance

with another theme in the following middle part (Part II).

Here, however, Brahms employs the second theme (or connect-

ing material between the main themes) which later is diversi-

fied when it reappears (mm. 26-32). This simple triplet

figure of the second theme (mm. 10-14), which has an incom-

plete character, constitutes a single phrase. This brief

second theme, passing through the harmonic region of domi-

nant and minor subdominant, is transitional in character

and leads to the return of the main theme. The "a" section

returns to the tonic key (mm. 14-25) with a melodic motif

filling in the falling thirds and then modulates to its
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mediant key by canonic treatment (mm. 22-24). In section

"b" (mm. 26-32), the second theme is extended, moving through

the harmonic areas of mediant major (G#) and supertonic

(f#), and finally settles on the mediant key, g#. Part I

as a whole is in binary form aba'b'. However, it is too

diversified in character to be considered as a simple binary

structure. Thus, it might be more appropriately termed a

"compound binary" as each section is repeated with signifi-

cant modification and extended.

Codetta: m. 33-36. A lengthy codetta is not common at

the end of Part I in compound ternary. Here, however,

Brahms sets up a full codetta with the motif of the main

theme in the mediant key. This codetta at the end of Part I

is perhaps necessitated because of the diversified main the-

matic material. The validity of the term "compound binary"

may lie in the fact that a codetta is necessary to bring a

diversified musical unit to a strong conclusion rather than

to a tentative one, although it is contrary to the norms of

ternary structure.

Part II

MM. 37-49. The middle part, made of a phrase group

(3), is identical in character with that of the second theme

of Part I. The thematic texture is rich with a sweeping

harp-like accompaniment. However, contrary to the norm,

this Part II is still in the same key as Part II, but the
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contrast is realized by tonally inconclusive thematic mate-

rial in which the tonic harmony E major is deliberately

avoided.

Codetta: mm. 50-52. The codetta is reminiscent of the

first theme. This codetta in C# tonality is set up as a

stepping stone for the return of the first part in super-

tonic area F# minor at measure 54.

Part IIIa

MM. 53-57. At measure 54 there begins a return of A

in the tonic key over the supertonic harmony which undergoes

further metamorphosis via canonic treatment (mm. 55-56).

The return of A is of such brevity and modification that one

does not feel the stability of a full reprise.

Transition: mm. 58-60. This transition which leads

into Part II in the tonic is reminiscent of the first sub-

ject. It is necessitated by the short modified reprise of

Part I (Part IIIa).

Part IIIb (or Part IV)

MM. 61-68. After the three transitional measures,

Part II reappears firmly in tonic harmony which was avoided

at its first appearance. Here, a significant element in

the structural format is that the reappearing material of

Part II in the tonic after Part III establishes the norm of

ternary scheme by the reaffirmation of tonic which was

avoided at the return of the first part (IIIa). The
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diagram of juxtaposition of thematic material and tonal

scheme is shown below.

TABLE XII

OP. 116, NO. 4

Part I Part II Part IIIa---IIIb

Th Ma A B A B

T S v(I) ii I

Codetta: mm. 68-72. A dream-like codetta recalls the

second theme.

TABLE XIII

OP. 116, NO. 4

E F A B

S L a (4+4)b(5)a'(5+8)b(7)codetta(4) c(4+9)codetta(4)

T S I V(iv) I iii V(I)

Th Ma a b on/a on/a

E F A (Part IIIa, IIIb)

S L a'(4)Tr(4)c1(8)codetta(5)

T S ii I

Th Ma a on/c
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For 116/4, ternary is not an adequate designation

representing its structure. In the absence of a more ap-

propriate designation, ternary might be the only possible

approximate labeling with regard to the broad concept of

formal structure--the rounding of the form in its tonal im-

plication.

The original title for this piece was Nocturne. The

title suggests a general mood and content. Karl Geiringer's

term "twilight mood "3 adequately describes its content. It

might be considered that such programmatic content (noc-

turnal imagery) necessitated a form of such intangible

nature which defies standard formal designation. The form

of this piece also may be regarded as a free sectional form

or a sonata-related binary form.

Op. 116, No. 5 in e

Part I

MM. 1-11. One of the essential criteria in an analy-

tical study of musical form is an accurate description of

the nature and content of the thematic material. However,

in this Intermezzo, in which the initial portion presses on-

ward from the opening notes through the first repeat sign,

it is difficult to determine the exact length of the primary

2 Edwin Evans, Pianoforte Works of Johannes Brahms
(London, 1912) , p. 219.

3Ibid., p. 219.
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thematic material. Is it the first half measure, the first

full measure, or the first two measures (Fig. 19)?

5. Intermezzo

Andante con grazia ed intimissnio sentimento

a *mpre24

_~P dole

Fig. 19--116/5, mm. 1-13

Because of the static nature of the phrase structure, it is

difficult to define where the thematic material begins and

ends. Moreover, this phrase structure is not oriented by

ordinary tonal progression. The first antecedent phrase of

the theme might be best understood as from measure 1 to the

fourth beat of measure 4, where a supertonic diminished

triad (m. 4) is a secondary leading tone chord to the major-

mediant (III) of the ensuing phrase. It thus constitutes a

half cadence pattern. Part I (mm. 1-10) consists of two
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phrases. The first (mm. 1-4) contains the motivic idea

which is transposed up to the supertonic (Fig. 20).

rh rI ri

-o-
Fig. 20--116/5, mm. 1-4

The same pattern follows in the consequent phrase (Fig.

21).

ri 4N~

P T -I 1-d -

Fig. 21--116/5, mm. 5-6

The double bar with repeat sign does not break the con-

tinuity, for the perfect authentic cadence in dominant is

not realized, though it is vaguely hinted at by the last

-tA

L-C
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note, B, in measure 11. The whole of Part I can be regarded

as a period with an extended consequent phrase.

Part II

MM. 14-26. The second theme beginning at measure 13

is texturally contrasted with the first part. Its motivic

cell is derived from the "sostenuto" half cadence at the

end of Part I (mm. 11-12). Part II, which is a period with

an enlarged consequent phrase (mm. 18-26), consists of the

repetition of a brief motif throughout. This brief motivic

figure gradually dissolves with the return of the original

rhythmic pattern.

Transition: mm. 27-30. This bridging material, a

mere prolongation on a dominant pedal, prepares the return

of the first part in harmonic content and rhythmic figura-

tion.

Part III (or a Part of Part II)

MM. 31-43. The return begins in the subdominant re-

gion rather than in the tonic. Instead of moving from

implied the tonic up a step to the supertonic, as in the

opening (mm. 1-2 to 3-4), the return (mm. 31-32) moves down

by a step (m. 32) of F, the lowered supertonic harmony

(mm. 35-36, 39-40). The emphasis on the lowered supertonic,

where the actual climax of the piece lies, is often found

in Brahms' works. However, the primary ternary principle
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is weakened by the unusual formal feature which uses an

inverted key scheme with shortened reprise at the return.

116/5 can be viewed either as rounded binary or simple

ternary. The weakness as a simple ternary lies in that the

middle part is on the dominant (prolongation) rather than

firmly in the dominant region (change of key). Thus, this

middle part as a complete entity in ternary structure is

questionable.

TABLE XIV

OP. 116, NO. 5

E F A B A"

S L a (4+7) b(3+9)Tr(4) a'(3+9)

T S i V iv-bII-i

Th Ma a b on/a

Op. 117, No. 1 in Eb

Part I

MM. 1-16. The melody (theme)--taken from "Schlaf

sanft, mein Kind," part of a folk song collection4--appears

in the alto voice, one of Brahms' frequent devices to

clothe the melody in harmony. This Scottish lullaby is

used as the main thematic material (mm. 1-4). It consists

of two phrases (a period), both similar in rhythmic

4 Ibid., p. 224.
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structure, and moves to a full harmonic close on the tonic.

The next phrase, developed out of the antecedent thematic

phrase, functions as a transition. Even in this small con-

text (Part I), a certain pattern is to be noted. When a

thematic phrase ends with a perfect authentic cadence (m. 4),

a developmental treatment in the ensuing phrase is necessary

because a thematic phrase cannot lead into another (identi-

cal) thematic phrase without having linking passage between

the two main themes. The function of the developmental

phrase in the customary sense is to form a bridge for the

return of important thematic material. However, at measure

12 a half cadence enables the main theme to return directly

without a transitional (developmental) phrase. The theme

returns with a meter change from 6/8 to 3/4 (mm. 13-15),

and ends with a perfect authentic cadence before the transi-

tion begins. Part I is a period group based on a "theme

and development" pattern, affected by the perfect authentic

and half cadence types.

Transition: mm. 12-20. This material, primarily de-

rived from Part I, does not seem to flow smoothly into the

next part which has an abrupt rhythmic change. A smooth

transitional harmonic relationship is provided by the dia-

tonic step progression setting the Ab minor chord as a

pivot to Eb minor of Part II (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22--117/1, mm. 20-21

Part II

MM. 21-34. This part has been discussed previously

(cf. p. 26).

Part III

MM. 38-53. Part III is an exact reprise of Part I

except for the thickened texture with the melody alternat-

ing between different registers. The theme of the last

phrase (mm. 50-51) is treated canonically.

Codetta: mm. 54-57. This is simply a cadential reaf-

firmation of the Eb major tonic.

83
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TABLE XV

OP. 117, NO. 1

E F A B

S L a1(2+2)+(2+2)1ai(2+2)+(2+2)1Tr (4) b (6+2) b'(6+2)+Tr (1)

T S I Iiv i i

Th Ma a on/a b

E F A

S L aI(2+2)+(2+2)la (2+2)+(2+2)}codetta(4)

T Ma I

Regardless of its size, 117/1 can be seen as simple

ternary structure, for the only contrast is realized in the

large Part II.

Op. 117, No. 2 in bb

The principle of ternary structure--statement, con-

trast, and restatement--can be seen clearly in this Inter-

mezzo. However, the designation of this work as ternary

poses a certain problem because the theme of Part II in

relative major (Db) reappears after the reprise (Part III)

at the end of the piece. This piece displays a similar

structural feature to that of 116/4 in which the second

theme of the middle part also reappears in tonic at the
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end of the piece. 117/2 clearly has two main divisions,

and each contains the first and second theme respectively.

Also, 117/2 displays rudimentary characteristics of many

early works in single-movement sonata form where there is

no full developmental section. Thus, it seems possible to

approach this piece from the viewpoint of a single-movement

sonata form rather than from part form. The following dis-

cussion supports the analysis of 117/2 as a single-movement

sonata form.

The Exposition

First Group: mm. 1-23. The first theme (or motive

figures) is repeated in tonic and the phrase is concluded

with a full rhythmic closure. (The melodic line is exposed

as the upper pitches of the arpeggiated figures in the right

hand, as seen in the example below.)
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722

t Group:a+eceete'nt wa$4
Andante non troppo e con molto espressione

4 ' Id 1k 0

p do lpres

Fig. 23--117/2, mm. 1-9

These thematic/motivic fragments in arpeggios pass over

another theme-like line in the arpeggiated bass line. Due

to the length of each phrase, the first group (mm. 1-23), a

period, also has a nature of incipient binary form. How-

ever, the usual tonal homogeniety is kept in tonic, bbi

the first group except in the transitional function of the

consequent phrase which leads into the second group (Fig.

24)I
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Fig. 24--117/2, mm. 20-28

Another characteristic of many early works in single-

movement sonata form is the absence of a transition with

considerably developed and confirmed modulation prior to the

statement of the contrasting theme in the second tonal

group. Likewise, the consequent phrase (mm. 10-23) assumes

the role of a transition as Fig. 24 indicates. The motion

from the tonic to the major-mediant (second theme) is

strongly stimulated by the harmonic progression, emphasiz-

ing the lowered supertonic chord at measure 21 (or altered

subdominant in the original key). Thus, the lowered super-

tonic chord gravitates strongly toward the second tonal

b
level D . This extended lowered supertonic region also

substitutes as the function of the dominant. However, the

attainment of the major-mediant chord (in a minor piece) on

which the contrasting theme customarily enters, begins con-

currently at the conclusion of the first group (m. 23, cf.
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Fig. 24). For such a case, Berry uses the term "elided ca-

dence"; that is, the new unit begins where the preceding

unit ends.5 However, the elided cadence does not obscure

the sectional demarcation.

Second Group: mm. 23-38. The second theme, a period

in the contrasting tonal level, is derived from the first

theme. The shadowy arpeggio passages of the first group

are replaced by the lyricized second theme. This lyrical

and richly harmonized second theme is typical of second

themes in most of the eighteenth and nineteenth century's

single-movement sonatas. Berry, however, dismisses this

observation by saying that the first theme is no more

noble, masculine, or rigorous than the lyrical, expressive

second.6 However, this observation can ,be applied to the

second theme even if the theme is derived from the first.

Brahms often created the organic unity of the piece by de-

riving the contrasting theme(s) from the motivic material

of the first theme but accomplished the necessary contrast

by changing other parameters such as texture and tempo.

Development

MM. 38-60. The material in this section is clearly

related to the exposition, but it is not in the proper sense

of the word "developmental," although the development-like

5 Wallace Berry, Form in Music (Englewood Cliffs, 1966)
p. 19,

6Ibid., p. 179.
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feature is seen at measure 38 in octave figures of the main

theme where the customary development begins with the main

motivic cell. The phrase group (two phrases, mm. 38-51,

52-60) of this section merely goes through an ephemeral-like

modulation in arpeggios through harmonic sequence (mm. 43,

44-45, 46--Db-C-F), and the half cadence of the consequent

phrase establishes a smooth connection to the recapitulation

on the tonic level (mm. 57-60, prolongation of V or vii0 ).

Thus, this section functions as a transitional passage

which binds the two outside parts, exposition and recapitu-

lation. This section as a development may also be supported

by the containment of tonal fluctuation: the prolonged dom-

inant, expanded lowered supertonic (mm. 5 3- 54 - - Bb-Eb

54-55--Ab-Db)

Recapitulation

First Group: mm. 61-63. The brief first theme is a

token restatement of the original theme. There is logic in

employing this abbreviated theme while maintaining the mo-

tivic relationship: because of the mono-thematic nature--

the persistent repetition of the main thematic figure in

the exposition and development--a literal reprise of the

exposition would indeed appear excessively repetitious.

This enlarged single phrase also functions as a transition

into the second group (or second theme) as it did in the ex-

position. The expanded lowered supertonic chord (mm. 67-68)
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and extended dominant harmony (mm. 69-72) strongly stimu-

lates the entrace of the second theme in tonic.

Second Group: mm. 74-95. The second theme is ulti-

mately treated as a codetta moving from major tonic to minor

tonic on the dominant pedal. Consisting of a twelve-measure

phrase, it is a freely simulated restatement of the second

b
theme on Db. The alteration instead of exact restatement

of the second theme is necessary perhaps because of the com-

pact size of the miniature single-movement sonata form.

Because of the dominant pedal, this modified second theme

enters before the structural tonic reached at measure 84.

The overlapping--the thematic material of tonic occurring

on the dominant pedal--and the modified second theme create

a feeling of structural varieties in terms of avoiding mono-

tomous thematic treatment in the limited space.

On the whole, the piece is a prototype of a single-

movement sonata form. A few points are argumentative in

the analysis of this work as a sonata form, such as the use

of the words "group" and "developmental" in such a short

context. Also, none of the recapitulated themes are in the

proper tonal region of the tonic. Nevertheless, some essen-

tial elements of the single-movement sonata form , as ex-

plained, are present.
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Op. 117, No. 3 in c#

Part I

MM. 1-45. Part I has been discussed previously (cf.

pp. 28-32).

Part II

MM. 46-77. Part I was described as harmonically and

thematically inactive. The first theme with adjacent notes

paired with the slur gives the impression of holding back

its on-going motion. To such a theme, a strong contrast is

provided in Part II by the instability of the theme with

unusual wide range. The theme, occurring every fives mea-

sures as it did in Part I, is richly harmonized. Undoubt-

edly, this is to create a strong contrast to the inactive

character of the first part. The delay in the resolution

of F (m. 46), which gives an impression of misplaced

rhythm, is for minor key inflection (or may be termed "me-

lodic depression") in the major key harmony. This middle

part is in ternary design in which the first section is a

period during which the dominant level is reached. In the

middle section, however, the dominant level is never con-

firmed: the harmonic progression merely goes through a modu-

latory sequence, using diminished chords before reaching the

return of the first section. The ternary design in Part II

is obscured by the prevailing identical melodic figuration,

but the principle of ternary structure is realized in that
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there is a rounding of the form in tonal implication (A

major/modulatory sequence/A major).

Transition: mm. 78-83. This transition merely pre-

pares the return of the initial rhythmic pattern. The

second phrase is the exact half step transposition of the

first and ends on a c# chord.

Part III

MM. 84-104. The third part is an exact reprise of the

first except for the thickened texture.

Codetta: mm. 105-110. This is also an exact reprise

of the first part. However, tonic harmony in the first

codetta is replaced by the dominant for a stronger conclu-

sion with a perfect authentic cadence.
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TABLE XVI

OP. 117, NO. 3

E F A

S L a(5+5)b(5+5)a (5+5)b1(5+5)Codetta(5)

TS i

Th Ma a on/a

E F B A (or A')

S L c (5+5) c (5+5) c (5+5) Tr (6) a"(5+6)b'(5+5)Codetta(6)

T S ViI

Th Ma c a

Op. 118, No. 1 in a

This work will be approached from two structural points

of view: 1) as a miniature single-movement sonata form, as

in 117/2, and 2) as a part form. However, the structural

importance and interest of this piece lie in the compres-

sion of so much material into so few measures. The whole

piece, consisting of only 43 measures (discounting the re-

peat), is so compact that not a single note can be neglected.

Part I or Exposition

MM. 1-10. The opening theme is best understood as two

four-measure phrases, the consequent phrase being prolonged

through the augmentation. From the opening pair of four
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notes (theme)--C, Bb, A, E and A, G, F, E--the harmonic

ambiguity is created: a strong F major flavor in the con-

text of a minor mode. The music moves in a similar rhyth-

mic pattern and modulates to the dominant, C through a tran-

sitional passage (mm. 5-7). The interesting point of the

prolonged phrase (mm. 5-10), although it is doubtful that

it is a contrasting second theme, is that the key of C is

the relative key of both A minor and F major. This passage

(mm. 5-10) may validate the second key area of the second

theme in terms of single-movement sonata form, and the domi-

nant key in C is strongly asserted by augmentation (mm. 8,

9-10). The first part, made of an enlarged period (or an

enlarged phrase), contains the first theme (mm. 1-4), tran-

sition (mm. 5-7), and the second theme (mm. 8-10) in terms

of single-movement sonata form.

Part II or Development

MM. 11-20. Part II consists of a parallel period.

With two distinctively contrasting themes in the preceding

part, this middle part does not yet present another strongly

contrasting theme. Instead, the new theme is created out of

inverting the first theme, preserving at the same time the

general character of the first. The process of such the-

matic permutation assumes a developmental role in the struc-

tural layout of single-movement sonata form. Such a devel-

opmental part would not normally lead to another significant
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developmental part. Part II also functions as a prepara-

tion for the return of the opening motivic figure. This is

the first example in the entire Intermezzi (Opp. 116-119)

where a new melody is derived by inverting the intial theme.

Part III or Recapitulation

MM. 21-31. Since the piece is of such brevity, the

return of Part I appears so briefly that the sense of re-

capitulation escapes easily. The consequent phrase (mm.

25-31) is now in tonic with another augmentation (mm. 29-

30). Finally, in the concluding passage the home key of

A minor is re-established.

Codetta: mm. 32-43. The wide-spaced arpeggio on the

dominant is merely to confirm the cadence. The cadence on

major-tonic (A major) seems to be designed as a preparation

for the next Intermezzo (No. 2) which is in A major.

TABLE XVII

OP. 118, NO. 1

E F A B A

S L A (4)+(4+2) b (4)+(4+2) a (4)+(4+2) Codetta(12)

T S i III v i i-I

Th Ma a on/a a

Although the middle part is comparable in length to

the flanking parts, a feeling of ternary is weakened because
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the middle part is built upon transformed material from

Part I.

Op. 118, No. 2 in A

This piece presents a similar formal feature as in

117/3 and 118/1, where one thematic/motivic idea permeates

the entire piece. This piece consists entirely of one pre-

sentation after another of the same thematic phrase.

Though different in outward characteristics, the theme is

utilized either as a whole or in part through various

treatments.

With repetitious thematic material and consistent

tempo, there is an apparent lack of strong contrast between

parts. But the principle of ternary is manifested by graft-

ing one theme.into the differently sectionalized treatments

such as chordal, canonic, or counterpoint. This work,

therefore, shall be discussed in terms of a ternary design

instead of variation-like free sectional organization.

Part I

MM. 1-48. The first part is in binary form with each

component repeated with varieties of treatment. The first

theme (mm. 1-4) repeats itself four times with a series of

partial closure and concludes with a full rhythmic and har-

moic cadence. In the thematic phrase structure, the melodic

line of the second phrase (mm. 5-8) is identical to that of

the first. But the harmonic progression suggests that the
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second phrase is the completion of the first, thereby form-

ing a period (mm. 1-8). After the repetition of the main

theme, developmental (or link) material (mm. 17-24) is

brought in to connect the reappearance of the main theme

(cf. 116/4, 117/3). This linking material (Fig. 25) not

only serves a bridging function but also provides a con-

trast within the first part.

T ig _

Fig. 25--118/2, mm. 17-24

The development on new contrasting material begins with

bIII (C4, m. 16) which later transposes a perfect fourth

up to bVI (F4). This new passage involves new tonal areas

not previously explored during the presentation of the main

thematic material. The harmonic plan for the main thematic

material includes IV2 ( 1m.1-2) ,V 4  6ii-V (mm. 3-4)

and IV6 -I4V/V- 6 -I-V/V-V (mm. 5-8). During these harmonic

progressions most of the tonal regions are explored except
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the mediant and submediant areas. Here, Brahms uses pedal

points on E (bIII6 ) and F 4 (bVI) profusely where the har-

monic possibilities were not exploited earlier. However,

the pedal points predominate throughout the linking material

(developmental), and as a "holding action" in the structural

scheme before the reappearance of the main thematic material.

A harmonic plan in such a mono-thematic context in which

the developmental passage exlores the tonal harmonic area

not touched upon earlier might be viewed as a logical alter-

native for achieving significant contrast. After the four

measures of retransition (mm. 25-28), further varieties are

sought in the reappearing theme because the harmonic regions

had been exhausted and tempo had little variety. As a solu-

tion, Brahms here uses the motivic inversion (mm. 34-37)

and a variation within the theme in the bass line (mm. 30-

34) coupled with a slight transformation of the rhythmic

pattern.

In major mode, the possibility of VII region is ex-
cluded whereas vii* is included in V.
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calan a.

ie

Fig. 26--118/2, mm. 28-38

These devices articulate the high point of the opening sec-

tion in the return by giving more inner varieties for the

formal plans. It also avoids monotony.

Part II

MM. 49-72. Part II is in ternary design, and contrasts

with Part I by a thinning texture, alternating the chordal

passage with imitative devices (canon, double counterpoint).

The first phrase (the first section) in F# minor (mm. 29-

56), showing the character of a trio, moves to the dominant

to prepare for the ensuing phrase in F# major (mm. 57-63).

This passage, with a canonic device clothed in chordal tex-

ture, avoids the tonic harmony, F# major, and creates a

contrast with harmonic instability (Fig. 27).
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PU lernto

Fig. 27--118/2, mm. 57-64

Thus, within Part II, this passage assumes the role of a

contrasting middle section in the character of a trio. The

first phrase is in F# minor then returns with double counter-

point (mm. 65-66). Part II is merely a repeat (three times)

of the eight-measure period. The ternary design, however,

is suggested by the thickened chordal texture in the middle

and by the rounding of the tonal scheme.

Transition: mm. 73-76. This retransition is a bridge

back to the return of the opening. It contains the vital

thematic kinship with both preceding parts.

Part III

MM. 77-118. Part III is an exact reprise of the first

part.
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TABLE XVIII

OP. 118, NO. 2

E F A B

S L a(4+4))a(4+4)b(4+4)Tr(4)a' (6+4)b' (4+6)Tr(4) c(4+4)d(4+4)

T S I (bIII-bVI) I I vi VI

Th Ma a on/a a on/a on/a on/c

E F B (continued) A

S L c' (4+4)Tr(4) a(4+4)b(4+4)Tr(4)a' (6+4)b' (4+6)

T S vi I (bIII-bVI) I I

Th Ma on/a a on/a a on/a

As the above diagram suggests, the form may be considered

either as compound ternary or extended compound ternary.8

However, to regard this work as extended compound ternary

would seem inappropriate because each part is a mere proces-

sion of an eight-measure period without any other greater

diversity or significant change. Also, there is no strong

contrast in tonal level or in the thematic material itself.

The general character of this piece is placid without any

substantial rise and fall of dynamic level, harmonic inten-

sity or tempo change. The ternary design is nonetheless

8Berry, Form in Music, p. 114. Also, extended compound

ternary is defined~as a type in which one of the three parts
is more extensive and diversified. Also, individual parts
are repeated with the extention of greater diversity and
significance than the direct literal repeat.
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realized in the literal rounding of Part I after the digres-

sion, and in textural contrast of the middle part.

Op. 118, No. 4 in f

118/4 is devoid of a definite part form structure since

it is a canon at the distance of a single beat throughout

the piece. The work has a rondo-like scheme, an alternating

theme and theme-development pattern going through a remote

tonality. However, a certain contrasting character is

achieved in the middle part by further change of tonality

and texture. A more appropriate designation for 118/4 may

be scherzo/trio except that the return (Part I) is modified

in texture instead of a literal reprise. (The literal re-

prise is the norm in a scherzo/trio.)

Part I

MM. 1-47. The first theme, beginning on an upbeat,

consists of repetitions (five times) of a brief motive. In

the consequent phrase (mm. 6-12), the triplet figure of the

inner voice which takes over the melodic line completes the

main thematic material and modulates to the dominant. Be-

cause of the canonic entrances at the single beat distance

(stretto-like treatment), the perception of the main melodic

line is somewhat obscured. However, by the start of the up-

beat in the upper part and by the anticipant character of

what follows, the tenor line beginning with the downbeat

is more likely to be heard as having the role of the main
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thematic line. The second period (mm. 13-20) concludes the

thematic material on the major-tonic harmony. The conse-

quent phrase of the second period (mm. 17-20) is extended

twice by a free harmonic sequence which ultimately leads

into the subsequent phrase in B major tonality (mm. 28-31,

Fig. 28).

e I ePOt

--------

Fig. 28--118/4, mm. 16-32

There is no sufficient melodic or harmonic excursion outside

the confines of F minor tonality in the first part. Devel-,

opmental phrases such as the above passage (mm. 16-20, 21-

28) are actually not separated from the main thematic mate-

rial . The se phr ase s, however , are suf fic iently leng thy to
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be regarded as sub-units. The tritone relationship between

the main theme (F major) and the last phrase of the above

excerpt (B major, mm. 28-32) perhaps implies the structural

importance of this phrase. Thus, this phrase, in terms of

tonality, may form a contrast with the flanking sections

within Part I, although there is no substantial thematic

contrast. For this reason, this phrase is designated as "b

section" in the diagram (Table XVIII). Thus, Part I may be

regarded a simple ternary design ending at the double bar.

Codetta: mm. 48-51. This transitional character of a

four-measure passage is merely a modulatory passage into

the relative key, Ab, using the pitch "C" as a pivot note.

Part II

MM. 52-93. Part II is in the character of a trio and

mainly offers a textural contrast, and the thematic texture

is extended over an unusually wide range. Rhythmically,

however, Part II duplicates the first four measures of the

main theme (Fig. 29a), extending a four-measure pattern to

eight measures (Fig. 29b).

Alle retto un oco agitato

Fig. 29a--118/4, mm. 1-4
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94&

Fig. 29b--118/4, mm. 52-59

Part II, emphasizing the harmonic sequence of I-IV-(ii)-

IV-V---, is a variation. This part does not constitute a

contrasting element to Part I in the customary sense, but

it does serve the role of the middle part in terms of tonal-

ity and binding the flanking parts. It also serves the

function of the "holding action" for the contrast in tempo

and in texture by stretching the one-beat harmonic rhythm

to a whole measure.

Transition: mm. 92-99. The transition is set up to

restore the triplet rhythmic figure of Part I, and the half

cadence ushers in the return (Part III).

Part III

MM. 110-129. Though essentially an exact reprise, the

return with the thickened texture is climactic and stormy

in character. The main thematic material is not repeated

as it was in Part I. The emphatic use of the tonic pedal

of F can be construed as a preparation for the ensuing

piece, 118/5 (Romance) in F major.
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Codetta: mm. 130-133. This is a cadential confirma-

tion of the tonic. It is, however, the major tonic, F major

(cf. preceding statement).

TABLE XIX

OP. 118, NO. 4

E F A

S L a(4+8)aj(4+4)+(4+4) b (4+8) a (4+4) Codetta (4)

T S i #IV i-V

Th Ma a b a

E F B A

S L c(8)c' (8)c"(8) c1" (8)Tr(8) aJ(4)+8+9+11)ICodetta(5)

T S III VII V V i i-I

Th Ma on/a on/a a

Op. 118, No. 6 in eb

As often observed, the second theme in Part II is de-

rived from the first theme, with contrast mostly achieved

by changing texture, tempo, or rhythm. The flanking parts

are often more stable in character than the middle part;

however, in this Intermezzo it is the complete reverse in

character. This piece also offers an outstanding example

where a strong contrast in each part is achieved by the

mere intensity of expression without any particular thematic
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contrast. There is only one theme throughout the piece,

and the theme, either in its entirety or a portion thereof,

is presented in disguise in Part II.

Part I

MM. 1-39. The theme, a single phrase, consists of the

b b
reiteration of three notes, G, F, and Eb. Though stable

in rhythms, the character of the theme is harmonically in-

complete. The initial portion (mm. 1-20) of Part I consists

of six phrases which are the reiteration of a similar the-

matic phrase. The harp-like sweeping diminished chord

accompaniment is set against the theme. Thus, the charac-

ter of this part gives the impression that the two disparate

characters move concurrently without any particular harmonic

relationship. The turbulence caused by the two individual

lines through the use of free dissonant tones may be viewed

as the composer's conscious effort to create the tragic

mood of the piece. The theme in the sixth phrase is pre-

sented in the minor-dominant tonality as a connection to

the second half (another identical six phrases) of Part I.

However, the main tonality of eb is established by repeat-

ing the main thematic phrase in similar fashion (toniciza-

tion by the repetition). The general mood of Part I, a

phrase group, is that of uncertainty, indecisiveness, and

an aire of expectancy for some major events to occur.
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Part II

MM. 40-62. This passage exploits the theme with rich

harmony in the relative key of Gb major by going through a

modulatory sequence (cf. Fig. 30a, 30b). The mood of this

middle part, consisting of two periods (four phrases), is

a complete reversal in character. The first phrase (mm. 41-

44), using only a portion of the theme (from Part I), ends

on F with a Phrygian cadence in the key of Db. The conse-

quence phrase (mm. 45-49) modulates to bb (transient ter-

minal) which also serves as the beginning of the next phrase

(elided cadence). The antecedent phrase (mm. 49-54) of the

second period (mm. 49-62), which also contains the main

theme of the first part in chordal texture, is actually a

one-phrase period (cf. p. 28) and modulates to the key of

eb (transient terminal). Also, the consequent phrase (mm.

55-62, Fig. 30b) is an exact transposition of a perfect

fifth down of the preceding phrase (mm. 49-54, Fig. 30a).

G; 2: I -11- 1 - Y

Fig. 30a--118/6, mm. 49-52
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'FL

Fig. 30b--118/6, mm. 56-59

The main theme, disguised in chordal texture at the end of

the consequent phrase, is used in a pivot harmony (enhar-

monic modulation) for a smooth connection.

ENDof Ra)t 31I. Yt- X

Fig. 31--118/6, mm. 60-64

Part II is strongly contrasted mainly by expanding the har-

monic progression in retrograde. The following figure

illustrates retrograde harmonic progression which makes up

the whole middle part.
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b @@D
First Period G I(-V<--iii<--V/iii, i- vi- V/V/V-V/v- i

bb

b OO
Second Period C :I4-V(--iii-V/iii, I<- V.- iii -V/iii

Cb

Fig. 32--118/6, mm. 41-49, 49-57

Part III

MM. 63--84. An air of restlessness created by the

diminished chord against the theme in Part I is somewhat

relieved in the return. After the initial statement of the

theme, the reiteration of the same thematic phrase is to-

nally more stable, From the second phrase, it goes through

a harmonic progression of VI-bII-i-V. Following the decep-

tive cadence at the end of the third phrase (mm. 74-75,

V-iv) , two more phrases in octave doubling are added in

order to balance the initial six-thematic-phrase structure.

The proportion of Part III is shortened by the reprise of

only the initial six-phrase portion of Part I.

Codetta: mm. 85-86. The two-measure codetta in ar-

egtibpeggio is the cadential confirmation of the e tonality.
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TABLE XX

OP. 118, NO. 6

E F A B

S L a (4+4+4+4+4+4)a' (4+4+4+4+4) b(4+5)b (5+7)

T S III VI

Th Ma a on/a

E F A

S L a(4+4+6+4+4)Codetta(2)

TS i

Th Ma a

Op. 119, No. 2 in e

This is another example of a "mono-thematic" piece.

The contrast, however, is achieved through the change of

character: un poco agitato of the first part versus an-

dantino grazioso in the parallel major key of Part II.

The theme in Part II, a variation of the opening, is trans-

formed into a graceful and leisurely waltz. By disguising

the same theme in the lyrical character of the middle part,

Brahms secures unity between the two parts which are out-

wardly dissimilar.

Part II has already been discussed in Chapter II in

the section concerning rounded binary form. The structural
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discussion of this part therefore will be omitted except

for a few remarks for the purpose of comparison.

This piece clearly exemplifies the mono-thematic nature

in making repeated reference to the main theme in various

guises and variations. The melodic structure in the first

part lacks a clear point of repose, and it is perhaps because

of this lack of thematic demarcation that Brahms utilized a

chaconne technique which he also employed in 118/5, Romance

(not included in this study). However, the transformed

theme in the "contrasting" middle part is self-contained,

thus assuming the role of the second theme. Actually there

would have been but one theme, had Brahms not lyricized the

character of Part II. But even in this, he was true to the

spirit and the form of chaconne by evolving the new theme

from the old. Hence, the discussion of structure here will

center on the chaconne techniques while, at the same time,

maintaining the essence of the ternary structure.

Part I

MM. 1-29. The first part is in ternary design. How-

ever, in order to provide the basis for structural division,

an analysis of the harmonic scheme of each phrase is pro-

vided in the following table.

9Berry, Form in Music, p. 282. The argument on differ-
ences between chaconne and passacaglia is beyond the concern
of this study. However, the definition of chaconne as based
upon an ostinato consisting of a series of "harmonic" progres-
sion, as distinguished from the melodic" ostinato of the
passacaglia, is adopted here.
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A two-measure thematic phrase (mm. 1-2) presents the har-

monic pattern of tonic-subdominant-dominant. This identical

progression is essentially reiterated. Brahms maintains

the basic chaconne character not only in the harmonic pat-

tern but in the length as well, except where the harmonic

emphasis occurs (mm. 5-7, 19-22, 26-19). Noteworthy is a

harmonic emphasis at the end of each phrase: an intense

discord at the end of each phrase not only necessitates con-

tinuity in the music but also, at the same time, provides a

point for phrase demarcation. Also, noteworthy is the tonal

shift during the course of the chaconne: period-like pas-

sages in A minor (mm. 13-16) and F minor (mm. 17-19) are

formed as a means of providing contrast within Part I,

thereby utilizing the chaconne technique without negating

the essence of ternary structure in Part I.

Codetta: mm. 30-36. This codetta is set up mainly

for the transition to the lyrical second part.

Part II

This passage, as has already been discussed (cf. p. 37-

40), is in rounded binary form.

Part III

MM. 73-93. The return is the exact reprise of Part I

except that the second period (mm. 7-12) of Part I is

omitted.
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Codetta: mm. 94-105. The codetta is also an exact

reprise of the previous one, but the brief second phrase

(mm. 98-105) recalls Part II.

TABLE XXII

OP. 119, NO. 2

E F A

S L a (2+7)a' (5) b (5)+b (6) a" (6) Codetta (4+2)

T S i iv bii

Th Ma a on/a on/b

E F B A

S L c(8+8)d(8)c'(8+4) a (2+3) b(5) c (6) a" (5) Codetta (4+8)

T S I iv I i iv bii i

Th Ma on/a on/b on/a a on/a b a

Op. 119, No. 3 in C

In all the Brahms' Intermezzi this piece exemplifies

a free sectional which does not easily correspond to any

generally recognized binary or ternary formal scheme. With

persistent recurrence of the theme in equally perpetual

rhythmic motion throughout, it negates any clear sectional

demarcation and blurs the existence of the contrasting musi-

cal events during the course of the piece. However, the

vague vestigial trait of the ternary idea can be observed
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in terms of harmonic fluctuation. The work, therefore, will

be examined in terms of a ternary structure on the tonal

harmonic criterion in order to facilitate the formal analy-

sis where Part II will be designated as A' instead of B.

Part I

MM. 1-24. The exact length of a thematic phrase, con-

sisting of brief motivic repetition, is difficult to deter-

mine. The theme, clothed in harmony, actually consists of

three notes only, E, G, A (cf. 118/6). The main thematic

phrase may be seen as three measures in length, although

there is nothing to impede its being construed as a four-

measure phrase. The rest of the thematic phrase (mm. 4-

12) is merely an extension, but it goes through a modulatory

sequence to create tonal varieties which are emphasized by

the dominant of each harmonic area (G and a). The form of

the first part thus may be regarded as an enlarged period

(mm. 1-12, 13-24), although the cadence at the end of the

second phrase (mm. 13-24) is not decisively conclusive.

Another theme-like material from measures 7 to 8 may be

regarded as structurally significant as it appears again in

the return in top voice (mm. 49-53 of Part III). The im-

portance of this theme-like material tends to escape its

due recognition until it reappears in the tonic.
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Part II

MM. 25-44. After the pivot chord, E at measure 24,

the thematic material is developed by way of harmonic fluc-

tuation. Remote modulations occur in each four-measure

phrase: during the first phrase (mm. 25-28) it modulates

to the key area of C# from A. The second phrase (mm. 29-

40), and extension of the first, leads into a false return

of the second measure of the main theme in tonic key, C

(mm. 41-44). Thus, the expected return of the first part

is delayed (cf. 116/2). In this part, the contrast is real-

ized only in the tonal fluctuation.

Part III

MM. 45-65. The return is shortened and soon disinte-

4
grates by an unexpected harmonic progression (12-NI mm. 46-

47). As mentioned previously, a theme-like idea (second

theme) in G tonality in Part I (Fig. 33a) reappears in this

part in tonic key (Fig. 33b).

- - - - - - -- J -M

-IjO
Fig. 33a--119/3, mm. 7-10
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Fig. 33b--119/3, mm. 49-56

This material (mm. 49-56), assuming the role of the melody

to be that of a long ascending sequence leading to the cli-

max at measure 55, may therefore be said to assure the

structural symmetry in the peripheral outline. Thus, it

also reveals a tonal scheme of the single-movement sonata

form.

Codetta: mm. 66-70. Harmonically, this serves as the

cadential confirmation of the tonic key, C, and the rhythm

projects the hemiola effect.

TABLE XXIII

OP. 119, NO. 3

E F A A' A

S L a(6+6)a(6+6) b(4+4+4+4)a'(4) a(4+7+10)Codetta(5)

T S I vi-I VI-#I(bII)-iv-I I

Th Ma a a a a
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The analysis of this piece as a ternary structure is

somewhat problematic, although the contrast of the tonal

region is distinct, particularly by the harmonic fluctuation

in the middle part. The structure of this piece may also be

understood as a "strophic variation" in terms of "song with-

out words," in which every stanza is set to the same music.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The Thematic Types as Effectual Factors
in the Overall Formal Scheme

In observing the relationship between the thematic

material and structural aspect in Brahms' Intermezzi, Opp.

116-119, certain general categories emerge which can be

summarized as follows:

1. A theme which is stable in textural range and
with harmonic completion--a half and full
cadence (including transient terminal--modula-
tion)--tends to receive variational treatment
in the opening part: 117/1, 117/3, 118/2,
119/2.

2. Such themes, after the initial repetition
(exact or modified), are always bridged by the
subsidiary theme-like material. That is, while
the function of this subsidiary material is to
connect the main theme, it also assumes the
role of a contrasting section (mostly "b" sec-
tion in diagram). The pieces cited in category
1 are, therefore, designated as compound ternary
form in overall shape.

3. In contrast, a long theme with registral insta-
bilityl which repeats itself (e.g., 116/6) tends
to form conspicuous contrasting sections within
the opening part: 116/4, 116/6.

4. A theme whose phrase structure is incomplete in
character tends not to present a contrasting

1Registral instability in thematic texture means ir-
regular melodic line; that is, changing the melodic line
from soprano to tenor or vice versa.

120
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section. That is, the opening part moves di-
rectly to the large middle part, thereby forming
a simple ternary design: 116/5, 117/2, 118/1,
118/6, 119/1.

Generally, the first part is in variation form. Themes,

in slow to moderate tempi with a long thematic phrase which

receives variational treatment, share the same "cumulative"

characteristic in phrase structure; that is, a thematic

phrase moves through a series of partial closures to a full

rhythmic and harmonic cadence: 116/2, 116/4, 116/6, 117/1,

117/3, 118/2, 119/2, 119/3.

On the other hand, a thematic phrase which is trans-

posed, such as in 116/5 or 118/1, does not follow variational

treatment (cf. category 4, p. 120). Consequently, stable

themes receiving variational treatment tend to yield com-

pound ternary. Themes which are incomplete harmonically

(e.g., 118/6) or ambiguous in thematical phrase length (e.g.,

116/5) form simple ternary structur in overall shape.

The Middle Part and Its Consequence

The middle part usually presents a smaller number of

formal elements. Since the main purpose of the middle part

is to provide a contrast in ternary design, the character

of the middle part is dependent on that of the first part.

For example, if the main theme or motive is harmonically,

rhythmically, or melodically stable (e.g., 117/3), the

character of the thematic material is likely to be expanded

in the middle part over an unusually wide range of
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possibilities, or in the first part if the theme of the

middle part is in stable character. Such thematic features

can be classified as follows:

1. Extreme range: 118/4, 117/3--theme of the middle
part.

2. Unusual figuration: 116/2--theme of the middle
part.

3. Rhythmical displacement: 117/1, 117/3--theme of
the middle part.

4. Irregular melodic line: 116/4, 116/6--theme of
the first part.

Generally, a feeling of contrast is realized by chang-

ing certain parameters: key, rhythm, texture, and/or tempo;

however, most of the themes used in the middle part are

either derived from the opening thematic material in dis-

guise (e.g., 117/2, 118/1, 118/4, 119/1, 119/2), or revers-

ing the character of the opening theme in extreme (e.g.,

116/2, 118/6).

In compound ternary the contrasting theme of the middle

part is usually derived from the melodic contour of a link-

ing passage (subsidiary theme-like material) in the opening

part (e.g., 116/4, 116/6, 117/3). The logic from the above

observation seems to be that the composer intended to allot

a fair proportion of emphasis on the harmonically and/or

thematically inactive material by deriving the contrasting

theme from it.

Most of the transitions (between Parts II and III) in

ternary design are derived from Part I. Brahms also uses
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opening motives as a transition to link Parts II and III

(e.g., 116/4, 118/2, 119/1). Long transitions usually occur

in Opp. 116-117 (e.g., 116/2, 116/4, 116/6, 117/3), while

in Opp. 118-119 such functional elements are abandoned in

favor of the brief transitional passage (e.g., 118/2, 119/1).

Also, transitions which connect Parts II and III in a minor

key are usually lengthy (e.g., 116/2, 116/5, 117/3, 118/4).

The Closing Part and Its General Implication

It goes without saying that the reprise (Part III) re-

sembles the opening materials. However, in general the

progression of the intervening middle part influences the

reprise. For example, the development of the middle part

invariably leads back to a reprise, but the return of the

opening part will be altered (e.g., 116/5, 118/4, 119/1,

119/3). This seems to satisfy the implication produced by

ongoing pressure in Part II that musical events of signifi-

cance are about to be altered. On the other hand, a theme

whose integrity has already been asserted by repetition

(exact or modified) or by a variation plan is restated

exactly in reprise (e.g., 116/2, 117/1, 117/3, 118/2, 119/2).

There are also possibilities that both themes of Parts I

and II may return superimposed in the reprise. This usually

results when the thematic material is of a brief motivic

type and is repeated three or four times (e.g., 116/4, 116/6,

117/2).
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Brahms generally avoids restating such a lengthy first

part in its entirety, particularly when it has already been

repeated in the first part. Therefore, the first part is

restated in a more concise version in the reprise (e.g.,

116/4, 116/5, 116/6, 117/3, 118/6, 119/1, 119/3).

Epilogue

In this study, the structural norms established in

Chapter II have been applied in the analysis of Intermezzi,

Opp. 116-119. It should be acknowledged that differing

opinion could perhaps reasonably be offered in terms of

whether a certain piece is in binary, ternary, or compound

ternary form. In a piece such as 116/2, 116/4, or 119/3,

the decisive labelling of part form is difficult, while in

118/4 and 119/3 it is even questionable whether any of the

above terms could be made to apply. As an example, the ex-

pectant norm in recapitulation will be that the reprise of

Part I is in the tonic. However, the recapitulation in 116/2

does not return as expected, which makes any decision about

the structural form problematic.

Obviously, the reprise never begins with radically al-

tered opening material. The false implication of reprise

by the presence of a major key in 116/2 is to avoid the

structural imbalance in the overall shape. To fulfill this

purpose, the middle part of 116/2 (extremely short in dura-

tion and indecisive in character) encompasses a wide tonal
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variety, so that it gives a feeling of fairly saturated key

distribution in terms of structural symmetry. In this man-

ner, the conflicting musical shapes of two streams--a delayed

return and anticipation built into a developmental section--

provide a certain measure of aesthetic satisfaction.

One critical factor determining formal structure, par-

ticularly in ternary design, depends on a clear contrasting

theme which exhibits motivic features independent of the

primary theme. However, as has been observed, all Inter-

mezzi utilize a "mono-thematic" principle to some degree,

though a supporting theme may be found. Even so, such sup-

porting thematic material can be shown to contain elements

from the main thematic material. While the organically

unified nature of Brahms' music--mono-thematic--prevails in

these Intermezzi, the contrast in each part is achieved by

variations of parameters.

The relationship between musical sections plays an im-

portant role in the musical process, particularly in the

establishment of stylistic continuity. The process of main-

taining musical continuity in small pieces poses one of the

greatest challenges to composers. In this context, the ex-

ternal form (peripheral outline of the whole) may be under-

stood as an organic development of the interrelationship of

all the inner-structural elements.

In these Intermezzi, the structural requirement of part

form yields its dominant role to the artistic consequence
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of personal utterance of the composer; that is, the "form

of music" (prescribed norms of structural scheme in Chap-

ter II) succumbs to the "form in music."
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